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Abstract
Video is foreseen to be the dominant type of data traffic in the Internet. This vision is
supported by a number of studies which forecast that video traffic will drastically increase
in the following years, surpassing Peer-to-Peer traffic in volume already in the current year.
Current infrastructures are not prepared to deal with this traffic increase. The current In-
ternet, and in particular the mobile Internet, was not designed with video requirements in
mind and, as a consequence, its architecture is very inefficient for handling this volume of
video traffic. When a large part of traffic is associated to multimedia entertainment, most of
the mobile infrastructure is used in a very inefficient way to provide such a simple service,
thereby saturating the whole cellular network, and leading to perceived quality levels that
are not adequate to support widespread end user acceptance. The main goal of the research
activity in this thesis is to evolve the mobile Internet architecture for efficient video traffic
support. As video is expected to represent the majority of the traffic, the future architecture
should efficiently support the requirements of this data type, and specific enhancements for
video should be introduced at all layers of the protocol stack where needed. These enhance-
ments need to cater for improved quality of experience, improved reliability in a mobile
world (anywhere, anytime), lower exploitation cost, and increased flexibility. In this the-
sis a set of video delivery mechanisms are designed to optimize the video transmission at
different layers of the protocol stack and at different levels of the cellular network. Upon
the architectural choices, resource allocation schemes are implemented to support a range
of video applications, which cover video broadcast/multicast streaming, video on demand,
real-time streaming, video progressive download and video upstreaming. By means of sim-
ulation, the benefits of the designed mechanisms in terms of perceived video quality and
network resource saving are shown and compared to existing solutions. Furthermore, se-
lected modules are implemented in a real testbed and some experimental results are pro-
xiv Abstract
vided to support the development of such transport mechanisms in practice.
Sommario
Il traffico video sara` il tipo di applicazione dominante in Internet nei prossimi anni. Gia`
in questi anni assistiamo al sorpasso del traffico video mobile rispetto al Peer-to-Peer. Le
infrastrutture attuali non sono preparate ad affrontare questo aumento di traffico video. In-
ternet, e in particolare Internet mobile, non e` stata progettata sulla base di requisiti video e,
di conseguenza, la sua architettura e` inefficiente nel gestire questo tipo di traffico. Quando
il traffico e` associato all’intrattenimento multimediale, la maggior parte dell’infrastruttura
mobile e` utilizzata in un modo inefficiente pur fornendo un servizio semplice, saturando
in tal modo l’intera rete cellulare e portando il servizio a livelli di qualita` non adeguati a
sostenere quella che gli utenti si aspettano di ricevere. L’obiettivo principale dell’attivita`
di ricerca in questa tesi e` quello di evolvere l’architettura di Internet mobile per un effi-
ciente supporto del traffico video. Poiche´ il video e` previsto rappresentare la maggior parte
del traffico, l’architettura di rete deve supportare in modo efficiente le esigenze di questo
tipo di traffico e miglioramenti specifici dovrebbero essere introdotti a tutti i livelli dello
stack protocollare. Questi miglioramenti hanno lo scopo di incrementare la qualita` per-
cepita del servizio, di dare una maggiore affidabilita` in un mondo mobile, di abbassare i
costi di servizio e di aumentare la flessibilita` della rete. In questa tesi una serie di meccan-
ismi di trasmissione video sono progettati per ottimizzare la consegna di applicazioni video
su reti cellulari di nuova generazione a diversi livelli dello stack protocollare ed a differenti
livelli della rete cellulare. Sulla base di queste scelte architetturali, sistemi di allocazione
delle risorse sono implementati per supportare una gamma di applicazioni video che copre
il video broadcast/multicast in streaming, video on demand, streaming in tempo reale, il
video download progressivo e il video upstreaming. Tramite campagne di simulazioni, i
benefici sotto forma di qualita` percepita e di risorse di rete risparmiate sono riportati at-
traverso il confronto con soluzioni pre-esistenti. Inoltre moduli selezionati sono implemen-
xvi Sommario
tati in un vero e proprio banco di prova e alcuni dei risultati sperimentali conseguiti sono
usati per sostenere lo sviluppo di nuovi meccanismi di trasporto video nelle reti mobili fu-
ture.
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Chapter1
Introduction
The goal of this thesis is to enhance the cellular network architecture for efficient video
traffic support. The need to cater for improved Quality of Experience (QoE) (see Appendix
A) at the user side goes along with improved reliability in a mobile world (anywhere, any-
time), lower exploitation costs for mobile operators, and increased flexibility of the network.
A set of delivery frameworks are designed to optimize the transmission of video applica-
tions over next generation cellular networks. We first present the topics investigated in this
work per architectural area of the cellular network, followed by a detailed discussion about
the different layers of the protocol stack that are taken into account in the study. Upon these
architectural choices, resource allocation schemes are implemented to support a range of
video applications, which include video broadcast/multicast streaming, video on demand,
real-time streaming, video progressive download and video up-streaming.
The work presented in this thesis appeared in some articles reported in the list of pub-
lications at the end of the document and was partially supported by the EU MEDIEVAL
(MultimEDia transport for mobIlE Video AppLications) research project [1], a medium-scale
focused research project of the 7th Framework Programme of the European Commission,
addressing the core of the strategic objective “The Network of the Future”.
Starting from the access network area, cross-layer video packet scheduling mechanisms
are proposed in [2–6] to best make use of the knowledge about the application layer, i.e.,
how video packets are encoded with the H.264-Scalable Video Coding (SVC) encoder [7]
(see Appendix B) and how they can be protected from erasures by means of unequal error
protection (UEP), i.e., Forward Error Correction (FEC) at the Application Layer (AL-FEC).
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Jointly with the application layer information the scheme takes into account the physical
layer information, i.e., how themodulation and coding schemes (MCS) are opportunistically
selected to best transmit the video into the wireless medium to achieve a target level of
perceived quality, while making a smart use of the available network resources. In this
thesis we limit the focus of this research avenue to a robust opportunistic scheduling for
broadcast video patented in [6] and published in [4, 5]. The architectural design choices are
presented in Sec. 3.1, the implementation details are given in Sec. 4.1 and the simulation
results are reported in Sec. 5.1.
Moving to the core network side, here the concept of making the Content Delivery Net-
works (CDN) mobile, i.e., adapted to the cellular network and thus to mobile users, is inte-
grated with the need for novel mobility protocols which make it possible to keep the video
session continuity when changing point of access, i.e., the so called Distributed Mobility
Management (DMM) [8–10]. Moreover, the concept of video popularity is as well taken into
account to design the policy for best caching the video contents in the network in terms of
network latency and network operators costs. The architectural design choices for this topic
are presented in Sec. 3.2, the implementation details are given in Sec. 4.2 and the simulation
results are reported in Sec. 5.2.
Furthermore, from an end-to-end point of view, a set of network metrics are consid-
ered to identify the available video paths in the network in order to find the video path
which delivers the best QoE to the user [11–15]. This topic crosses the previous activities
and provides insights for network operators into the use of Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) [16] tools to manage the network in a novel and smart way, e.g., as proposed by
Open Flow [17]. The architectural design choices for this topic are presented in Sec. 3.3, the
implementation details are given in Sec. 4.3 and the simulation results are reported in Sec.
5.3.
The concept of QoE can be used to differentiate videos based on their sensitivity to the
rate changes, i.e., some videos, when the rate is reduced by half the original rate, will have
a negligible impact on the QoE of the user, opposite to other videos which will be showing
severe impairments. Thus, video call admission control schemes are designed in [18], while
in [19] we make use of the concept of popularity of the videos to differentiate the resource
allocation among videos. Our solution is provided in Sec. 4.4 while the simulation results
3are given in Sec. 5.4. No original architectural contributions are provided in this case since
our solution fits the existing cellular network architectures and scales well with the network
size.
Last but not least, we mention coding schemes for underwater communications and
wireless sensor networks designed to make such communications feasible in practice. These
works are reported in Appendixes C, D since they are marginal with respect to the main
scope of this thesis. We refer the interested reader to [20, 21].
The thesis is structured is as follows. In Chapter 2 we give an overview of the next
generation cellular architecture and the motivation for our work, in Chapter 3 we present
our architectural design choices. In Chapter 4 we describe how the envisioned solutions are
implemented, and the simulation and experimental results are presented in Chapter 5. We




2.1 Next Generation Mobile Networks
In this chapter we introduce our reference scenario, i.e., the next generation cellular net-
works. In these years the market demand has grown considerably for mobile broadband
with consumers and businesses enjoying the full benefits of email and web browsing on the
move. However, limitations in speed and high latency (compared to fixed line broadband)
has made 3G services unsuitable for high quality demanding or time-sensitive applications
such as Voice over IP (VoIP), video streaming and on-line game play.
The Third Generation Partnership Program (3GPP) [22] has defined Long Term Evolu-
tion (LTE) [23] as part of the 3GPP Release 8 specifications. LTE may also be referred more
formally as Evolved Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) Terrestrial Ra-
dio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN).
Even though 3GPP created standards for the Global System for Mobile communications
(GSM) and UMTS families, the LTE standards are completely new. In the following list the
main objectives of the LTE standardization group are listed [24]:
• Increased downlink and uplink peak data rates: 100 Mbps for downlink (DL) with
20 MHz bandwidth (2 receiving antenna at the User Equipment (UE)), 50 Mbps for
uplink (UL) with 20 MHz;
• Scalable bandwidth;
• Improved spectral efficiency: 5 bps/Hz for DL and 2.5 bps/Hz for UL;
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Figure 2.1. LTE core and access networks architecture and 3G network compatibility.
• All IP network;
• Standard’s based interface that can support a multitude of user types;
• Reduced cost for the operator;
• Improved system capacity and coverage, reduced latency.
LTE networks are intended to bridge the functional data exchange gap between very
high data rate fixed wireless Local Area Networks (LAN) and very high mobility cellu-
lar networks. LTE introduces the possibility of complementing High-Speed Packet Access
(HSPA) networkswith higher peak data rates, greater flexibility for heterogeneousnetworks
and flatter network architecture.
In Fig. 2.1 we show the main entities and interfaces of the LTE networks and how they
cooperate with 3G networks, i.e., LTE is backward compatible. The new blocks specific to
Evolved UMTS evolution, also known as the Evolved Packet System (EPS), are the Evolved
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Packet Core (EPC) and the E-UTRAN. Other blocks from the classical UMTS architecture
are also displayed, such as the UTRAN, the Packet Switch and the Circuit Switch Core Net-
works, respectively 3G-PS and 3G-CS cores, connected to the public (or any private) IP and
Telephone Networks. The IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) is located on top of the Packet
Core blocks and provides access to both public or private IP networks, and the public tele-
phone network via Media Gateway network entities. The Home Subscriber Server (HSS),
managing user subscription information, is shown as a central node, providing services to
all Core Network blocks of the 3G and evolved 3G architectures.
Compared with UTRAN, the E-UTRANOFDM-based structure is quite simple. It is only
composed of one network element: the eNodeB (evolved Node B). The 3G RNC (Radio Net-
work Controller) inherited from the 2G BSC (Base Station Controller) has disappeared from
E-UTRAN and the eNodeB is directly connected to the Core Network using the S1 interface.
As a consequence, the features supported by the RNC have been distributed among the
eNodeB, the Core Network Mobility Management Entity (MME), and the Serving Gateway
(S-GW).
From a functional perspective, the eNodeB supports a set of legacy features, all related
to physical layer procedures for transmission and reception over the radio interface, such as
modulation and de-modulation and channel coding and de-coding.
Besides, the eNodeB includes additional features, coming from the fact that there are
no more Base Station controllers in the E-UTRAN architecture. Those features include the
following:
• Radio resource control: this relates to the allocation, modification and release of re-
sources for the transmission over the radio interface between the user terminal and
the eNodeB;
• Radio mobility management: this refers to the handover procedures;
• Radio interface full Layer 2 protocol: the layer 2 purpose is to ensure the transfer of
data between network entities. This implies the detection and possibly correction of
errors that may occur in the physical layer.
The EPC (Evolved Packet Core) is composed of several functional entities [25]:
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• The MME, that is in charge of all the control plane functions related to subscriber and
session management;
• The HSS, that is in charge of storing and updating when necessary the database con-
taining all the user subscription information;
• The Serving Gateway, that serves as a local mobility anchor, meaning that packets are
routed through this point for intra E-UTRAN mobility and mobility with other 3GPP
technologies, such as 2G/GSM and 3G/UMTS;
• The PDN (Packet Data Network) Gateway (P-GW), that is the termination point of the
packet data interface towards the Packet Data Network; it supports operator-defined
rules for resource allocation and usage as well as packet filtering, like Deep Packet
Inspection (DPI) for virus signature detection, and evolved charging support (like per
URL charging);
• The PCRF (Policy and Charging Rules Function) Server, that manages the service pol-
icy and sends Quality of Service (QoS) setting information for each user session and
accounting rule information.
The trend of the fourth generation (4G, LTE-Advanced) mobile communications proto-
cols theoretically leads to speeds of 100 Mbps with minimal latency, thus potentially becom-
ing an access technology capable of handling all applications from basic email to bandwidth-
demanding High Definition (HD) video. As affordable higher-speed 3G+ (HSPA) services
have been the driver behind the increase in smartphones, 4G is expected to drive a newwave
of devices and applications that can benefit from high-speed, high-quality mobile broad-
band. The easier expansion of services geographically is also a driver behind 4G. Wireless
communications has long been envisaged as a solution for providing rural communities
and developing nations with high-speed broadband service. With its accessibility via mo-
bile phones and USB modems has the potential to become the preferred “last mile” link for
high-speed broadband access in the very next future.
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Figure 2.2. Reference cellular architecture and use cases.
2.2 Motivation
Nowadays sophisticated smartphones and increasingly optimizedmobile networks pro-
vide a high-quality always-connected experience to mobile customers. Mobile devices can
connect to the Internet via different broadband wireless access technologies as in Fig. 2.2, al-
lowing the users to accessmultimedia contents from anywhere and at any time. This enables
a set of real-time consuming video services such as personal broadcast, video on demand,
video streaming and so on.
The deployment of multiple video sources in different regions, which is already a reality
in fixed networks, is a hot topic for mobile service providers which have to deal as well
with suboptimal video transport mechanisms on the way to the users. For instance, the
integration of CDNs in themobile service provider network gives the operator an additional
degree of freedom when selecting, based on pre-defined procedures, the path to deliver the
content from the video source (CDN cache) to the radio access.
The tremendous increase of mobile traffic generated by the wide range of multimedia
applications for portable devices will force mobile network operators to face new trans-
port optimization challenges. Video traffic is expected to be the major driver of such steep
growth, as reported in the latest global mobile data traffic forecast released by [26], which
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Figure 2.3. Traffic increase in the period 2012-2017.
predicts that video traffic will grow by 75% between 2012 and 2017, and will account for
over 66% of total mobile data traffic by the end of the forecast period, as shown in Fig. 2.3.
The foreseen amount of traffic offloaded from smartphones, due to the overloaded net-
works, is estimated to be as high as 46% in 2017, Fig. 2.4 , and the amount of traffic offloaded
from tablets will be 71% in 2017.
The same studies report that the average smartphone usage grew 81 percent in 2012. In
particular, the average amount of traffic per smartphone in 2012 was 342 MB per month,
up from 189 MB per month in 2011. The monthly global mobile data traffic will surpass 10
exabytes in 2017, whereas the number of mobile-connected devices exceeded the world’s
population in 2013. The average mobile connection speed will surpass 1 Mbps in 2014 and,
due to the increased usage of smartphones, handsets exceeded 50 percent of mobile data
traffic in 2013. The monthly mobile tablet traffic will surpass 1 exabyte per month in 2017
and tablets will exceed 10 percent of global mobile data traffic in 2015. For what concerns
Italy, we report that the mobile traffic in 2012 was estimated to grow as high as 32% year-
over-year.
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Figure 2.4. Percentage of traffic offloaded in the period 2012-2017.
Overall, the mobile data traffic volume is expected to grow to 11.2 exabytes per month
by 2017, a 13-fold increase over 2012, which means that the mobile data traffic will grow at
a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 66 percent from 2012 to 2017, Fig.2.5.
The observation that we draw from these studies is that mobile network operators need
to be able to handle this rising data demand by providing high performance computing and
enhanced content delivery mechanisms. However, the costs involved in a radical upgrade
of the backhaul and core networks make such a brute-force solution very unattractive, and
smart techniques of using the current infrastructure, e.g., by managing content differently,
are actively being sought. This motivates us to design and implement video transport tech-
niques to efficiently deliver the contents to the users in terms of perceived video quality on
the user’s side and smart use of the available network resources from the operator’s point
of view.
The investigation and design of our novel architectural solutions will follow in Chapter
3 and Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.5. Cisco forecasts 11.2 exabytes per month of mobile data traffic by 2017.
Chapter3
Mobile architecture for video transport
In this chapter we introduce and design our proposed video transport architectures.
Each of the following sections tackles a specific issue of the video delivery chain at different
layers of the ISO/OSI protocol stack and at different levels of the LTE networks. Starting
from the access side, in Section 3.1 a robust opportunistic scheduling to be implemented at
the base station side is presentedwith the target of enhancing the video quality perceived at
the user side while making efficient use of the available network resources. Moving to the
core network side, in Section 3.2 a novel framework integrating the CDN concept with the
DMM functionalities is proposed to address the issue of distributing the video contents at
the edge of the core network to reduce the consumption of the core network resources and
the delivery latencies to the user. Then, from an end-to-end (E2E) perspective, in Section
3.3 a video path selection mechanism is designed to jointly address the issue of allocating
resources at the radio access side and the issue of selecting the sources and routing paths at
the core network side.
3.1 Robust Opportunistic Broadcast/Multicast Mechanisms
We design a robust opportunistic broadcast scheduler which works based on the aver-
age and instantaneous user distributions, i.e., the probability distribution of the maximum
channel rate at which users can demodulate video packets and with the path-loss model
considered in this work, this corresponds to a spatial distribution of users in MCS serving
areas. Based on the average and instantaneous sets of users that can demodulate pack-
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Figure 3.1. Delivery architecture: from the video server to the users.
ets transmitted with a certain MCS, and the users’ channel quality, in each time slot the
scheduler makes the decision on the MCS to be used for the current video stream to be
transmitted. Thus, our cross-layer approach, which encompasses media characteristics and
instantaneous channel conditions of the users, affects the size of the user groups accessing
each video substream. Our goal is to minimize the wireless resource usage, i.e., the channel
rate required for serving users, while keeping the target QoS in the cell.
From an architectural point of view, we consider a typical media delivery system as
shown in Fig. 3.1, where a video server encodes a video into one or multiple video qual-
ity substreams for transmission through the network to one or multiple base stations. We
consider the video encoder H.264/SVC [7], the scalable extension of H.264/AVC, due to
its appealing features for broadcast streaming applications, where providing different video
quality levels to a heterogenous set of users is beneficial. According to its position and chan-
nel quality, a given user will be able to decode a certain number of layers, starting from the
one with the lowest quality. Users experiencing a better channel will have access to more
layers, and will therefore enjoy a higher-quality video, whereas the worst-case users will
only receive the basic layer. Without loss of generality, we now focus our analysis on a
single BS.
We assume that the BS temporarily buffers packets from scalable video substreams in
different queues before transmission on the wireless medium. Each substream is dedicated
to a possibly different user group (i.e., fewer users will receive the higher-quality layers)
and, depending on the aggregated channel conditions of the group, can be modulated with
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a possibly different MCS, which is the one that the worst user in the group can still decode.
In general, the user groups can be independent (e.g., in the case of different video streams,
or different streams that corresponds to different versions of the same video with different
quality levels), or inclusive (e.g., in the case of different scalable substreams of the same
video, providing different quality levels to different users, according to how many layers
(substreams) they can receive). For simplicity, we also assume that the aggregated rates of
the scheduled video substreams, given their chosen MCS, do not exceed the channel ca-
pacity, e.g., computed per Group of Pictures (GoP). The video rates and MCSs associated
to each queue are the result of solving an optimization problem, which is not directly ad-
dressed. For an example of such an approach, we refer the reader to the algorithm in [27].
The computation is performed periodically, based on average channel conditions of the tar-
get users.
The proposed opportunistic scheduler must transmit at each time instant the available
packets in the transmission queues. We assume that the scheduler is informed about the
instantaneous channel quality of each user through the feedback channel (via uplink), and
is able to take this information into account in its scheduling decision. For each user group
associated to one video layer buffered in one queue at the base station, it computes the in-
stantaneous channel conditions. In each time slot, the scheduler opportunistically schedules
for transmission the queue associated to the user group which currently experiences good
channel conditions, i.e., selecting a higher MCS to serve it, while at the same time taking into
account the relative importance of the content of the queued scalable video substreams [7].
In case the associated queue is empty, the scheduler picks the next best user group (with
respect to the channel conditions and content). The procedure ensures the efficient use of
wireless resources, allowing some channel capacity saving, while keeping the overall ex-
pected user perceived video quality.
Furthermore, the scheduler actions should not cause buffer overflow at the base station,
nor play-out shortages at the mobile client side.
The implementation details follow in Sec. 4.1.
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3.2 Mobile Content Delivery Networks and Video Popularity
We design a framework where a CDN system is integrated in a mobile cellular network
operated via a mobility protocol that follows the DMM approach [28]. It aims at removing
the hierarchical structure intrinsic of current mobile architectures. A flatter mobile network
allows to anchor the data sessions at entities at the edge of the network. Hence, by placing
the CDN nodes with such entities, we propose a MCDN capable of bringing the contents
closer (in terms of network distance) to the mobile users. Thus, our goal is to deliver videos
to the users at the expected quality while reducing the requested network resources for
providing such services. We propose a delivery framework that retrieves the video content
requested by the users from the nearest local CDN cache, when available, according to the
mobility of the users. We leverage the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
protocol [29], as the streaming technique to deliver the media files to the consumers. DASH
allows to divide the file into chunks, thus, when a video (or part of it) is highly requested in
a given area, i.e., the media content becomes popular, the corresponding chunks are stored
in the nearest local cache in that area. In this way, the MCDN system reduces the signaling
in the mobile network and the overall video traffic (video chunks) between the video server
and the radio access network (RAN).
The key concept of the DMM solution is that users IP flows are no longer anchored
at a single centralized node located in the core network, but there are multiple anchors
located at the edge. Indeed, in the current mobility model a single core entity conveys
traffic to and from the access and is in charge of redirecting all the IP packets following the
Mobile Node (MN) movements from one access network to another. Conversely, in DMM,
we introduce a node called Mobility Access Router (MAR), that acts as default gateway
for the MNs connected to its access links, but also anchors the flows started in its access
network. For instance, when the MN is attached to the access network A, all the flows
started there are anchored by theMAR located in that network, namely MARA. This means
that if the MN moves to the access network B, the ongoing connections are redirected by
MAR A from the access network A to the access network B. Conversely, the new flows
started by the MNwhen attached to the access networkB are anchored by MARB. A MAR
is linked to the rest of the Internet without the need to traverse other IP gateways, thus, from
a topology perspective, the IP flows are bound to a node close to the terminal. Therefore,
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Figure 3.2. Reference architecture with mobility.
the DMMmobility protocol not only ensures session continuity to mobile users, but further
enables a dynamic and flexible distribution of the traffic generated by the users since the
data plane is no longer bound to the operators core network1.
Our content delivery system takes full advantage of the described reference architecture,
and is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Amain video server is located in the Internet and several nodes
working as video caches (CDN nodes) are co-located with the MARs. Thus, the CDN nodes
are installed at the edge of the mobile operators network to provide the popular contents as
quickly as possible to the user and to reduce the use of network resources. Indeed, theMARs
represent the closest location to the mobile user in terms of network distance. Moreover, we
1We assume for simplicity that one P-GW handles a single technology, arguing that it will make no difference
if one P-GWmanages more access networks
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Figure 3.3. Delivery architecture: from the video sources to the users.
design an additional node called Decision Manager (DM) that handles a central database
containing the information about the contents available in the local caches. This module is
crucial for retrieving the requested content from the nearest available cache to the user and
can be implemented either as a centralized entity or in a distributed manner. In Sec. 4.2,
we describe how these three entities interact with each other to provide the closest point of
service for the content requests generated by the MN.
3.3 Path Selection
We focus on a new range of optimizations taking into account traditional network met-
rics [30] as well as wireless specific metrics [31] with the goal of finding the end-to-end (E2E)
video path to deliver the requested video content at the best available video quality. Our key
idea is that, in a mobile network, a video application can be served through different paths,
resulting in different video qualities perceived by the end users and possibly avoiding an-
noying service interruptions. On the other hand, the mobile operator needs tools to make
available to the users network metrics such as routing costs and cache load associated to
the different possible video caches, and to steer the applications towards an optimized us-
age of the network resources. Our tool is being defined by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) Working Group ALTO (Application Layer Traffic Optimization) [32], which is
designing the ALTO client-server protocol. The ALTO server provides the network oper-
ator’s view of the network infrastructure, underlying an overlay application, to an ALTO
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Client embedded in the mobile device. Through the client-server ALTO exchange, updated
information (routing cost, load occupancy, etc...) about the video sources is made available
at the mobile. The client, combining the information provided by the ALTO server with
the monitored channel quality (WiFi and LTE), can univocally identify each available video
path to the source of the content.
The algorithm presented in Sec. 4.3 is designed in a framework to be implemented in the
mobile terminal. The whole mobile network architecture interacting with our framework
is depicted in Fig. 3.3, which is a simplified vision of the EPC enhanced for optimal CDN
integration [33]. CDN caches are integrated on top of the existing P-GWs and take into
account the diversity of both cellular and WLAN access. The latest extensions of the 3GPP
specifications propose the deployment of several P-GWs with both local and global scope.
This way, the same content can be potentially downloaded from several sources, each having
different properties with respect to the underlying wireless technology and round trip time
delay. It should be further noted that the architectural principles depicted in Fig. 3.3 are an
instantiation of the more general guidelines described in [34] where the authors give special
attention to wireless heterogeneous access, QoE computation and advanced video coding
techniques. All these elements are part of our solution design.
Leveraging on the ubiquitous wireless internet access given by either LTE or WiFi avail-
ability makes it possible to reliably stream the video content and to reduce the impact of a
lack of sustainable video rate on the streaming process. Moreover, selecting the CDN video
cache from which to download the video content taking into account the routing distance
and the storage occupancy makes it possible to improve the responsiveness of the network.
The implementation details follow in Sec. 4.3.

Chapter4
Video Transport Mechanism Solutions
In this chapter we implement the video transport mechanisms introduced in Chap. 3
from an architectural point of view. Furthermore, a section dedicated to QoE-based resource
allocation schemes for videos is given at the end of the chapter in Sec. 4.4. The following
sections reflect the same order of topics addressed in Chap. 3. Thus, in Section 4.1 the robust
opportunistic scheduling is implemented at the access network side, whereas in Section 4.2
the framework integrating the CDN concept with the DMM functionalities is implemented
in the core network and, in Section 4.3, our E2E video path selection mechanism is devel-
oped. Each section is concludedwith the relatedwork to our solutions, which might be used
in Chap. 5 for the sake of comparison.
4.1 Robust Opportunistic Broadcast/Multicast Mechanisms
4.1.1 Baseline solution
We start presenting a baseline solution that will be used as term of comparison. This
mechanism simply operates based on the computation provided by the optimizer cited
in [27], i.e., at a coarse-grained granularity. It works based on the long-term average user
distribution without exploiting any knowledge about the instantaneous user distribution in
each time slot. Hence, the scheduler does not operate opportunistically but rather serves a
given video layer, in each time slot, to a pre-computed set of receivers which is not necessar-
ily the actual set of users being able to demodulate the transmitted packets. This scheduling
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procedure is inefficient since the set of users that can demodulate a certain MCS changes
dynamically in the time and space domains.
4.1.2 Proposed solution
Opposite to the baseline solution, we propose an efficient use of the available wireless
resources, i.e., channel capacity, by letting the BS know how many users can demodulate
packets delivered withMCS1,MCS2, and so on, before scheduling the video packets from
a video queue. Thanks to the feedback messages received from the users in the uplink, the
BS updates the average user distribution which is needed to assign to each selected video
layer a certain MCS and AL-FEC. We refer the interested reader to [27, 35].
The MCSs available at the eNodeB and the corresponding mapping of bits at the appli-
cation layer to symbols in the physical channel is given in Table 4.1. This table shows that
the higher the MCS, the shorter the transmission time of an information bit, i.e., the less
the required channel resources. The difference between the average and instantaneous user
distribution for a certain MCS measures the penalty incurred by a static solution based on
average values compared to the opportunistic solution that relies on instantaneous knowl-
edge. Based on the simulations in LTE systems [27, Fig.3], we can say that to each MCS there
corresponds an average and an instantaneous user distributions (Fig. 4.1).
Table 4.1. MCSs available at the base station.
MCS Scheme & Coding Rate Mapping Function f(.) (bits/symbol)
1 QPSK 1/8 0.25
2 QPSK 1/4 0.50
3 QPSK 1/2 1.00
4 16-QAM 1/2 2.00
5 16-QAM 2/3 2.66
6 64-QAM 3/5 3.60
When channel conditions are good, the scheduler chooses a higher spectral efficiency
MCS scheme for transmission, resulting in less time (i.e., less wireless resources in terms
of channel occupancy) to transmit the video layer to a given number of users. This new
MCS scheme is chosen so that the actual number of receivers (given the current channel
conditions) meets the QoS requirements set by the operator in terms of number of users to
be supported. The highest MCS which satisfies this constraint is chosen for transmission.
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Figure 4.1. Example of average and instantaneous user distributions at a certain time instant.
Contrary to the baseline scheme, in our proposal the scheduler can change the choice ofMCS
in each time interval, based on the instantaneous received channel state information. While
this scheduler does not increase the overall quality of the received video for the targeted
clients, it uses a smaller fraction of the channel capacity than pre-computed by the operator.
The potential saving in wireless resources by using a higher MCS can be used, e.g., for:
• adopting lower MCSs later on in case the channel quality decreases,
• other sessions (resource redistribution),
• retransmitting the most important video packets to increase the probability of correct
reception, or
• providing additional AL-FEC from the video server.
Furthermore, we also consider the extreme case where the periodic evaluation for the
current GoP overestimates the current channel conditions and user distributions, due to
the high mobility of users which may quickly move from a MCS region to another. In this
case, the scheduler cannot transmit packets with the assigned MCS since the number of
users able to demodulate such packets is lower than what was pre-computed. Hence, the
scheduler marks the packets so that they are transmitted at a lower MCS which is decoded
by a number of users close to the designated one. In the worst case, this translates into
having the physical layer send these packets with the lowest order MCS, which may lead
to dropping high quality video layers which cannot be scheduled for transmission in the
current GoP, due to the limited budget of channel rate reserved for each GoP.
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Our opportunistic scheduling algorithm will be compared to a baseline scheduling algo-
rithm in Sec. 5.1.
We now shortly present the pseudo-code for the robust opportunistic scheduler as in
Algorithm 1.
4.1.3 Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Opportunistic selection of theMCS∗ for video layer vi.
Input: set of available MCSj schemes, MCS , target number of users for each MCSj ,
tMCSj , application layer bandwidth for layer video vi, bvi , tolerance δ from the targeted
average number of users to be served;
Procedure: MCS selection for scalable video layer vi in the current time slot
· Set of candidate MCS, U = ∅;
· j = 1;
· Compute the number of users demodulatingMCSj, nMCSj ;
while nMCSj > (tMCSj + δ) do
· j = j + 1;
· Compute the number of users demodulatingMCSj, nMCSj ;
end while
while nMCSj > (tMCSj − δ) do
· Compute the required channel rate Cvi,j = bvi/f(MCSj);
· U = U ∪ {MCSj};
· j = j + 1;
· Compute the number of users demodulatingMCSj, nMCSj ;
end while
· Compute the operational MCS schemeMCS∗ = arg minMCSj∈U Cvi,j ;
Output: MCS scheme for video vi,MCS
∗.
Let us assume first that a video stream is split into L scalable video layers, vi, with
i = 1, ..., L. The inputs of the algorithm are the set of available MCSj schemes at the base
station,MCS , with j = 1, ..., dim(MCS), the target average number of users demodulating
MCSj to achieve a target QoS, tMCSj , the application layer bandwidth for a certain scalable
video layer vi, bvi , and the tolerance interval δ when comparing the instantaneous (actual)
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number of users demodulating a MCSj , nMCj with the targeted average number of users
tMCSj .
The selection of the MCS to be used is as follows. From the instantaneous user distri-
bution, we compute the sets of users which can successfully demodulate a given MCSj,
nMCj . We assume that all users can be served with the lowest order MCS, i.e., MCS1, and
the higher the MCS, the smaller the subset of subscribers being able to demodulate such
MCS. We also assume that once the scheduler selects a certain MCS for transmitting the
base layer, sayMCSBL, the MCSs to be selected for the enhancement layers should be such
that: MCSBL ≤MCSEL1 ≤MCSEL2 ≤ ...
For a given video layer to be transmitted, vi, in the first while loop the algorithm skips all
the lower order MCSs to avoid the risk of serving many more users than targeted, fulfilling
the condition nMCj < tMCSj + δ.
In the secondwhile loop, the algorithm selects the candidate MCSs such that the number
of users served is within the tolerance interval, i.e., fulfilling also the condition tMCSj − δ <
nMCj , and computes the required channel rate of the selected MCS (set U ), as a function of
the bandwidth of the video layer and theMCS,Cvi,j = bvi/f(MCSj). The mapping function
f(.)was presented in Table 4.1.
Afterwards, the algorithm chooses the MCS∗ to send the video layer vi, which mini-
mizes the channel usage within the set of candidate MCS, U .
This scheme can be easily extended to a multi-class scenario, where users are grouped
in different priority classes as a function of different subscription rates that they pay to the
network operator. In this case, the channel conditions must be tracked for each individual
user belonging to a class, and the MCS for transmission can be adapted such that it ac-
commodates even the worst user of the given class. This will act as an extra constraint for
the scheduling decisions, while the coarse-time optimization will no longer be based on the
average number of users, but rather on the minimum imposed MCS for a certain class.
The simulation setup and the results achieved are presented in Sec. 5.1.
4.1.4 Related Work
Prior art focuses on three main aspects. First, in the case of unicast wireless transmis-
sions, opportunistic schedulers are presented which act upon the instantaneous changes of
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the channel conditions of the active users [36], [37], [38]. The scheduler then schedules for
transmission packets for the user experiencing the best channel conditions at a given time
instant. Furthermore, fairness issues may be taken into account in order to mitigate the
problem of user starvation, in case a user experiences a bad channel for a prolonged period
of time. These solutions mostly focus on the idea of defining fairness metrics among active
users, and keeping history information about prior scheduling decisions. In general, the
type of content being scheduled, and its relative importance among users, is not taken into
consideration.
Second, the problem of opportunistic scheduling is addressed in broadcast scenarios
[39]. The type of content usually matters in this context and so does the user preference for
a given piece of content. The opportunistic scheduling decision is based on the user prefer-
ences/content popularity, and takes into account various constraints, e.g., transmission or
storage capacity. From this point of view, the presented scheduling solutions function at a
different layer, i.e., the application or control plane, and optimize the type of content that
is transmitted at a coarse level. These solutions do not take into account the instantaneous
channel variations perceived by the wireless users, and do not attempt an optimization of
the channel resource allocation on fine grained time intervals in order to make the wireless
transmission process more efficient. Some prior work provides an analytical treatment for
the optimization of the user selection ratio in static and dynamic opportunistic multicast
scheduling schemes by utilizing the extreme value theory [40, 41].
Finally, the third related area concentrates around the problem of optimizing the resource
allocation at the application and network/MAC layer [42], [43], [44]. Usually algorithms
are defined so as to choose the right application rate and adaptive modulation and cod-
ing scheme in order to maximize/minimize a given metric. These algorithms operate on a
coarser time scale, and usually assume the knowledge of average channel conditions and
application metrics. While the output of such algorithms can be used as input to our pro-
posed innovation, our opportunistic scheduling mechanism is independent of the existence
of such algorithms.
Opposite to the prior work, our scheduler takes into account the instantaneous channel
conditions of the groups of users that subscribe to a particular media service and the relative
quality difference between the different scalable video substreams, which are competing for
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the wireless resources. It makes it possible to select the most convenient MCS to eventually
reduce thewireless resource usage, while serving a target average number of users (expected
by the operator), i.e., keeping the overall target QoS. This makes the system more robust to
events requiring further wireless resources, e.g., leaving room for packet retransmissions or
additional AL-FEC.
4.2 Mobile Content Delivery Networks and Video Popularity
4.2.1 Proposed solution
Our mobile CDN system consists of: i) the main video server, ii) the local caches and iii)
the DM.
The main video server is a video service provided by the network operator or a third
party video service, e.g., YouTube. As such, it must not necessarily be aware of the CDN
architecture in the mobile network. We assume that all video content is available in the
video server which is reachable by the MN through the IP network and used as service
point to download content that is not stored elsewhere in the network closer to the MN. The
CDN nodes, upon a request from the DM, can either actively retrieve popular content from
the video server or passively cache videos by intercepting the stream delivered to the MN.
The CDN node acting as local cache intercepts the requests received from the users in
its coverage area. When the media is stored locally the cache acts as a service point and de-
livers straightforwardly the media files, otherwise it queries the DM about the best service
point that can satisfy the request, and the delivery task is transferred to this latter entity. In
parallel, the cache node continuously monitors and ranks during configurable time inter-
vals the popularity of the contents based on the number of requests intercepted. This node
registers such requests and the list of files being cached in a local database. At the end of
each monitoring time interval, the node uploads the local database to the DM.
The DM uses the information conveyed by the local databases to build a global view
of the origin of the requests (i.e., where the content is popular), and of the areas where
the video is already available. This allows the DM to track the content and, consequently,
to efficiently handle the requests of the users for the selection of the cache from where to
retrieve the content. Moreover, the DM controls the files distribution in the system according
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(a) Chunk delivery prior to handover. (b) Chunk delivery after handover.
Figure 4.2. System operations with mobility.
to the popularity in the region covered by each CDN node. Indeed, if a CDN node currently
lacks a content considered popular in its area, then the DM triggers the CDN node to cache
the media, from either the video server or another CDN node.
In our scenario, when an MN requests a video content, it can be retrieved either i) from
the video server, as shown in Fig. 3.2, or ii) from the closest cache to the user. Such cache
can be exactly the one co-located with the gateway anchoring theMN, like MN2 of the same
picture, or a cache co-located with another gateway in case the latter results to be closer than
the main video server to the user, as for the video flow delivered to MN3.
In order to illustrate how our system handles the mobility of the users, we consider the
example depicted in Fig. 4.2, where a MN moves within the mobile network while playing
a popular video. We assume that this popular video is already cached in all the CDN nodes
covering the area where the MN is roaming. Hence, the video request of MN is intercepted
by the local MAR the MN is currently connected to, say MAR A, and the request is imme-
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diately served with the delivery of the media by MAR A (Fig. 4.2(a)). Each video chunk
is streamed using an HTTP session, which means that each chunk downloading process
represents a single IP flow. Therefore, when the MN moves to another access network, i.e.,
the terminal attaches to another access technology in both static and mobile conditions, the
current chunk is redirected using the DMM technology by the old MAR, i.e., MAR A, to the
new MN location, whereas next chunks are downloaded using the video cache at the new
MAR, MAR B, as in Fig. 4.2(b)). In the case that the media is stored only at some MARs,
or it is not available at all, the Decision Manager selects the CDN node to serve the request.
This node can be, respectively, either a MAR in another access network, or the main server.
We note that in this scenario, where the MN is currently attached, even if the MAR is not
delivering the media it still serves as a mobility anchor, i.e., it ensures that the current chunk
is delivered to the MN when the point of access changes.
The simulation and testbed setup and the results achieved are presented in Sec. 5.2.
4.2.2 Related Work
The standard solutions proposed for the delivery of videos over a fixed network topol-
ogy cover the area of CDNs, which make it possible to delocalize the video contents to local
caches disseminated in the network rather than storing them at a video source (server).
Open source CDN systems such as [45] focus on the development of static CDNs for spe-
cific video streaming applications, for instance Darwin Streaming Server by Apple [46] or
Helix Universal Server by Real [47].
When dealing with mobility, CDNs are detrimental to performance due to the user’s
dynamics which causes quick changes of the popularity distribution of the video contents
in the network. The design of MCDNs [10] goes along with the need for software tools
that allow to split the video into chunks so that the content provider gains the flexibility
to route the requests from the mobile user to the closest local cache from where to retrieve
the file [48]. To this end, DASH [29, 49] is a novel streaming technology providing a well
recognized solution in the community. It is widely used, due to its capability to deliver the
partitioned video segments to the client via HTTP and to adapt the streaming bitrate to the
link capacity.
The advantages of content caching in mobile networks have already been discussed
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in [50], where the authors analyze the impact of deploying caches at different hierarchy
levels of a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) network. The work provides a cost metric
to evaluate the effects of placing caches in both national data centers, where usually an op-
erator’s Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) is placed, and regional data centers, where
the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) entities are usually located. The authors highlight
the result that it is beneficial to install caches in the regional data centers.
We consider the EPC architecture [23] rather than the GPRS one, and, in such context,
we can translate the above concept by placing the caches co-located with the S-GW. Never-
theless, according to the mobility protocol used in the EPC, when a MN starts a packet data
session, the IP connections are topologically anchored at the P-GW by means of tunneling
procedures. Therefore, the current model for mobile networks forces the user plane to al-
ways traverse the operator’s core network, and the advantages of having a flatter content
distribution are lost. According to this reasoning, we propose an architectural framework
where a CDN system is integrated in a mobile network operated by a mobility protocol that
follows the DMM approach. This new mobility paradigm is currently matter of research in
the IETF DMMWorking Group [51]. The goal of it is to find alternative solutions to the cur-
rent standard protocols for IP mobility (e.g., Mobile IPv6, ProxyMobile IPv6, etc.), aiming at
flattening the mobile network, which allows to anchor the data sessions to entities at lower
hierarchy levels, e.g., the S-GW.We further design a novel MCDN architecture which makes
use of the novel mobility protocol DMM to efficiently deliver the video contents requested
by the mobile users with the target of keeping the continuity of the video session in the
presence of handovers among heterogenous RANs (for instance employing WiFi and LTE
radio technologies), thus serving the video consumer with the expected quality, while re-
ducing, by means of DASH technology, the network costs associated to the video transport
mechanisms.
4.3 Path Selection
In video applications the user requests a video to the operator, which is in charge of
providing such service at an agreed-upon target video quality. In the mobile network, the
requested video may be stored in more than one CDN video caches and the operator selects
one of these video sources to provide the requested service. Once a CDN cache is selected,
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the path for the delivery of the video from the source to the end user is established. It is
necessary to define the network metrics which are used to assess a video path from the
source to the end user. Once the set of metrics is identified, we can represent each of the
N available video paths with a tuple (vector) Vj , j = 1, ..., N . For a given path j, the i-th
element of Vj , i.e., P
j
i , is the value taken by the i-th metric, i = 1, ...,M . Therefore, the input
to the path selection algorithm is the set ofN tuples as follows:
Vj = {P j1 , P j2 , ..., P jM}, j = 1, ..., N.
4.3.1 Optimization problem
The goal of our work is to find theM -tuple, i.e., the video path, that maximizes a mea-
sure of the proximity to an idealM -tuple formed by the most desirable values taken by each
component. In order to make tuples comparable, a first step is to adapt the values taken
by the metrics, so that the lower the value, the better the performance (possibly taking the
inverse value when the contrary holds). Then, we map the values in the tuples to the in-
terval [0,1], in order to make the resulting values associated to the original tuples indicate
the proximity to the best available value, i.e., the closer the values to 1, the better the tuple
and the more likely the corresponding path to be selected, and the closer to 0, the worse the
tuple. Hence, we design our optimization algorithms with the aim of maximizing a utility
function defined on such “normalized”M -tuples.
4.3.2 Proposed Solution
The first optimization algorithmwe design reflects the network operator’s point of view.
The aim of a network operator is to offer a certain video service while taking care of the
overall performance of the network. Thus, a suitable operator utility function maximizes the
sum of the proximity values associated to the metrics in the M -tuples (max-sum criterion).
The second optimization algorithm reflects the user’s point of view, for whom it is desirable
to reduce the impact of possible weak points in the delivery chain, e.g., bottlenecks, and in
general to ensure that the worst-case performance is maximized. Thus, a suitable user utility
function maximizes the minimum proximity value associated to the metrics in theM -tuple
(max-min criterion).
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The set of network metrics, involved in the optimization procedures, needs to be (i)
identified, to specify each possible video path, and (ii) associated to application performance
metrics, in order to evaluate the performance of the optimization algorithms. In the first
step, we separately define the metrics which characterize the Core Network (CN) side and
the Wireless Access Network (WAN) side of the video path. For this, we assume that in the
CN the delivery delay of the video is impacted by the number of links and nodes in the path
and by the number of requests to the caches, while the channel can be assumed to be without
losses. In the WAN, on the contrary, the delay has a minor influence on videos (last hop),
while the data rate is severely impacted by the wireless channel conditions experienced by
the user.
Thus, in our framework, we associate (i) the CN-related metrics to the application per-
formance metric (APM) of video delivery delay, here defined as the response time of a CDN
video cache for the delivery of the requested video and the time to travel through the se-
lected path, and (ii) the wireless metrics to the APM of channel capacity offered to the end
user in the wireless hop. This mapping is detailed later in this section.
We now present the max-sum and max-min optimizations, as shown in Algorithm 2.
4.3.3 Algorithm
In every time slot, a set of tuples {Vj}, with j = 1, ..., N , is given as input. The values
taken by the network metrics are such that the higher the value, the worse the performance
(e.g., the inverse of the channel capacity value is taken). As a next step, both algorithms com-
pute the minimum (ideal) value taken by each of the i-th element of the tuples, expressed as
P ∗i . The collection of these ideal values gives the ideal tuple (ideal path) V
∗ = {P ∗1 , ..., P ∗M}.
Hence, the ratios of the value taken by each element of the ideal tuple to the value taken
by the corresponding element of the evaluated tuple (P ji ) give the “mapped” version, i.e.,
within the interval [0,1], of the original set of vectors, i.e., Vj , with respect to the ideal tuple.
In order to make metrics comparable within the tuple, the linear mapping is such that the
ideal target value of a metric is associated to 1 and the worst value is associated to 0. Thus,
Vj can be seen as the proximity vector to the ideal V
∗. The metrics involved in the optimiza-
tion problem are then weighted with coefficients ai ∈ [0, 1] to tune the algorithms to meet
the operator’s preferences. For instance, when the weighting coefficients of the CN-related
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Algorithm 2 Max-sum and max-min optimization algorithms.
Input: {Vj}, with Vj = {P j1 , ..., P jM}, {ai};
Procedure:








Ideal tuple: V ∗ = {P ∗1 , ..., P ∗M};
for j = 1→ N do
· Compute Vj = {P j1 , .., P jM};
· Update Vj = {a1P j1 , .., aMP jM}
end for
1) Max-sum selection: (Operator)







· V so = Vjo ;
2) Max-min selection: (User)







· V su = Vju ;
Output: Selected vectors V so and V
s
u .
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metrics are set to 0, only the wireless access matters, thus the framework optimizes the se-
lection of the wireless access technologies available at the mobile and thus prioritizes the
APM of the channel capacity. If the weighting coefficients of the wireless metrics are set to 0,
then the core network status determines the optimal path selection, no matter what wireless
access is selected, and priority is given to the APM of delivery delay. The two algorithms
now select the tuple Vj maximizing their own proximity function. The max-sum algorithm
selects the path V so which maximizes the sum of the proximity values whereas the max-min
algorithm uses the minimum proximity component value to find V su .
The optimization algorithms compute the video path to be used for the video delivery
with a complexity that grows linearly with the number of metrics M and with the num-
ber of available unique paths N . We keep the computational costs of the algorithms as low
as possible while meeting the mobile phone limited capabilities and maintaining the min-
imum necessary amount of information to distinguish each unique video path. Hence, in
our framework, we restrict the set of metrics to M = 3 as follows. We define two metrics
on the CN side of the video path. The first metric is the routing distance to a specific End
Point (EP), i.e., a CDN cache, expressed as the number of hops between the mobile device
and the EP. The second CN metric is the EP memory occupancy information, i.e., the ratio
of used storage. The values taken by the CN metrics are communicated by the ALTO server
in the core network to the ALTO client in the mobile, possibly via ALTO protocol extensions
enabling joint transmission of multiple metric values and supporting such an EP occupancy
as proposed in [52]. Then, we define a wireless-related metric which takes into account the
channel quality, e.g., the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), for both cellular and WLAN access.
This value can be directly measured by the mobile terminal from the wireless interface. Fur-
ther metrics can be defined to better represent core and access network status on one hand
and to better evaluate the performance metrics of interest on the other hand. However, the
values taken by most of these metrics cannot be communicated to/from the mobile terminal
in real-time, opposite to the aforementioned 3 network metrics. Moreover, adding network
metrics to the optimization problem further increases the complexity of the system, running
the undesirable risk of growing the computational time of the algorithm beyond the hard-
ware capabilities, making it infeasible in practice. The analysis of the impact of the number
of metrics M on the practical feasibility of our algorithms is out of the scope of this work
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and is left for future work.
In the following, we explicitly map the network metrics involved in the optimization
problem to the application performance metrics (APM) evaluated in our Matlab simulator,
namely channel capacity and response time.
Channel capacity
The wireless access metric, defined as the SNR of the wireless channel, is mapped to the
upper bound of the achievable transmission rate:
C = B log2(1 + SNR)
where the channel capacity C is the product of the bandwidth of the systemB with the base
2 logarithm of (1 + SNR).
Response time
The two CN-related metrics, i.e., cache load and routing distance, are mapped to the
response time of the network for releasing the video requested by the end user. That is,
the time for transmitting a video from the CDN node to the mobile user is assumed to be
proportional to the number of hops Nhops in the path by a unit measure of response time
per hop1, while the cache load is translated to the time needed to retrieve the video from
the storage in the cache (hence, proportional to the fraction of storage in use, CDNstorage).
Thus, the response time T is the sum of these two components: the time to travel through
the whole path Thops and the time spent to get the file requested from the cache Tretrieve. The
latter can be also thought as the time to travel through the first node in the core network,
i.e., the video source (CDN cache).
T = αNhops︸ ︷︷ ︸
Thops
+β CDNstorage︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tretrieve
α and β are chosen by the operator to best fit the network characteristics and status at
the time of the video request. In our experiments, for the sake of simplicity, α is set to the
time unit of response time, i.e., 1 ms (average time to travel through one hop). β reflects the
1For the sake of analysis, we set to 1 ms the time unit of response time per hop. This is an average value we
observed for a range of experiments run with the trace-route tool.
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characteristics of the Solid State Drive (SSD) and it is set as well to 1ms. If the Hard Disk
Drive (HDD) technology is implemented instead, then β increases by a factor∼15 due to the
slower random access time compared to the SSD [53].
4.3.4 Validation
In this section we investigate how the two optimization algorithms performwith respect
to the number of CDN sources deployed in a mobile network. Starting from the results
achieved in this section we further develop our delivery framework in ns-3 to take into
account user mobility and network load, as it will be shown in Sec. 5.3.
We implement in Matlab a mobile network where we deploy a number of CDN caches
on the core network side, at a given number of hops (within the range [1, 20]) from the
wireless access networks available and with a given fraction of memory occupancy, and we
implement the LTE and WiFi modules to simulate the wireless access network part. On the
mobile user side we implement the module in charge of selecting online the path for the
delivery of the video from the source (CDN video cache) to the user. Thus, the module
can run themax-sum and themax-min optimization algorithms based on the aforementioned
metrics.
Our test scenario is implemented as follows. Consider a mobile user moving in an LTE
micro-cell, with 20 MHz of bandwidth and a coverage radius of up to 3 km. We further
deploy 3 WiFi 802.11n spots, with a bandwidth of 20 MHz, at regular intervals of 0.5 km
from the LTE base station along the same radius. The user moves from around 2 km to 500
m away from the base station, then turns back and moves up to 3 km away from the base
station. The simulation time is slotted (1 s per slot), and the total number of slots needed to
travel through this path is set to S = 800.
We consider path loss and shadowing effects in both wireless models. Clearly, once the
user is in the range of a WiFi hot spot the exploitation of this additional access technique
may be beneficial to both the user and the network operator. For the latter, it will result in
additional available capacity to redistribute to the users that are not covered by any WiFi
hot-spot. For the former, video quality can be increased when keeping an arbitrarily high
target video rate.
Asmentioned before, the wireless metric in use (SNR) is mapped to the channel capacity,
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(a) Channel capacity vs. number of caches.



























(b) Response time vs. number of caches.
Figure 4.3. Impact of the max-sum and max-min algorithms on response time and wireless channel
capacity in the balanced scenario when considering: i) “ALL”: all metrics; ii) “CN”: only the CN-related
metrics and iii) “Wireless”: only the wireless metric.
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(a) Channel capacity vs. number of caches.


























(b) Response time vs. number of caches.
Figure 4.4. Impact of the max-sum and max-min algorithms on response time and wireless channel
capacity in the unbalanced scenario when considering: i) “ALL”: all metrics; ii) “CN”: only the CN-
related metrics and iii) “Wireless”: only the wireless metric.
and the two CN-related metrics are mapped to the response time of the network. We eval-
uate the trade-off between channel capacity and response time as the number of available
caches in the core network increases, given that the best path is selected within the range of
available paths (tuples) by using either the max-sum or max-min optimization algorithms as
detailed in Section 4.3.2.
Both optimization algorithms work at two levels of time-granularity. The wireless chan-
nel quality, due to its nature and to the user mobility, quickly fluctuates at a fine-grained
scale, thus varying at each time slot in our simulator. On the contrary, the metrics associ-
ated to the core network change at a coarser-grained scale, say, every 10 slots. In fact, the
storage of the cache and the number of hops of a video path vary more slowly in time (e.g.,
switching caches on/off for energy saving purposes and so on).
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(a) Channel capacity vs. number of caches.




























(b) Response time vs. number of caches.
Figure 4.5. Impact of the max-sum and max-min algorithms on response time and wireless channel
capacity in the restricted scenario when considering: i) “ALL”: all metrics; ii) “CN”: only the CN-related
metrics and iii) “Wireless”: only the wireless metric.
We set the two CN-related network metrics to draw 3 network scenarios, named the
balanced, unbalanced and restricted scenarios. The first two scenarios are such that the CDN
caches deployed in our simulator are connected to both LTE (base station) andWiFi (hotspot)
access networks, while in the third scenario the caches can only have either an LTE or a WiFi
connection, not both. In the balanced scenario, the values of cache load and routing distance
slightly change around an average value set for all CDN caches, i.e., the video load is shared
among the caches. In the unbalanced scenario we set the values of the CN-related metrics so
that the closer the cache to the base station, the lower the routing distance and the higher
the video load in the storage; on the contrary, we assume that the farther the caches from the
base station, the higher the routing distance and the lower the cache load. In the restricted
scenario, the caches are set similarly to the balanced scenario but, opposite to it, can only
have either an LTE or a WiFi connection (randomly set).
We compare the performance of the two optimization algorithms when: (i) the net-
work metrics in the tuples all have the same importance (label “ALL” in the plots of Figs.
4.3,4.4,4.5), (ii) only the CN-related metrics or (iii) only the wireless metric are used for the
optimization (label “CN” and “Wireless”, respectively, in Figs. 4.3,4.4,4.5).
4.3.5 Discussion
The max-sum and max-min algorithms, when used for optimizing the wireless access
part (“Wireless”), show the same performance in terms of both response time and wireless
capacity as the number of caches increases in all scenarios. Since the optimization problem
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is reduced to one element of the tuples, both algorithms select any tuple (path) under the
condition that the wireless access in use is the best available one, and therefore give the
same result. Thus, the wireless capacity is always maximized, while the response time is
as high as 50 ms, the maximum value in our simulations. In each plot, we grouped the
curves into one labeled “Wireless” to represent both algorithms when only the access part is
optimized. For better clarity in the plots, we have also grouped the overlapping2 curves into
one, labeling it according to the common feature. For instance, in the max-sum case “ALL”
and “CN” curves overlap, so we group them into the curve max-sum (the same holds for
the equivalent case of max-min). The same happens for max-sum “CN” and max-min “CN”,
grouped into the curve “CN”.
We compare the performance of the two optimization algorithms by studying the trade-
off betweenwireless capacity and response time as the number of deployed caches increases
in the network, for the balanced, unbalanced and restricted scenarios in Figs. 4.3,4.4,4.5, respec-
tively.
In the balanced scenario (Figs. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b)), the max-min algorithm performs worse
than the max-sum algorithm in terms of wireless capacity when all metrics are used for the
optimization, otherwise they perform similarly (for this reasonwe present one curve labeled
“CN” for both algorithms). In this scenario the best trade-off is given by the max-sum algo-
rithm when few caches are deployed (minimum response time, average wireless capacity)
while the max-min “ALL” algorithm is preferable for a higher number of caches (maximum
wireless capacity, low response time).
Similar conclusions can be drawn in the unbalanced scenario in terms of wireless capacity,
except for a steeper decrease of the capacity for the max-min “ALL” algorithm. In terms of
response time, we notice that themax-sum algorithms switch the performance with themax-
min algorithms when compared to the balanced scenario. This is due to the fact that when
the cache load and routing distance are well distributed in the network, i.e., on average the
caches are equally convenient to request a video, the max-sum criterion does not discrimi-
nate among caches, while for the unbalanced scenario the joint selection (max-sum function)
makes it possible to find a compromise between load and routing distance, thus reducing
the overall response time. In general the response time of the proposed algorithms in this
2Here overlapping means that the difference between the values taken by the curves is sufficiently small.
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scenario is detrimental to performance (only 15 % less than the maximum delay) compared
to the balanced scenario.
In the restricted scenario (Figs. 4.5(a) and 4.5(b)), both max-min and max-sum “ALL” al-
gorithms perform in between compared to the respective “CN” and “Wireless” algorithms,
in terms of both wireless capacity and response time. We notice that for the wireless capac-
ity, with the increase of the number of caches, the max-min and max-sum “ALL” algorithms
perform similarly to the “Wireless” (top, Fig. 4.5(a)) and to the “CN” (bottom, Fig. 4.5(a))
algorithms, respectively.
A general conclusion we can draw from these simulation results is that, compared to
the baseline solutions, i.e., “CN” and “Wireless”, the algorithms that jointly optimize core
and access network related metrics are able to find a path with a good trade-off between
wireless capacity and response time for a broad range of settings. The max-sum criterion
gives the best performance in the unbalanced scenario, but in general it privileges thewireless
capacity over the response time compared to the max-min criterion. As mentioned before,
it is possible for the operator to fine-tune the weights of the metrics in the tuples to adapt
the performance of the proposed algorithms to the actual network settings and to its own
targeted performance and network resources.
4.3.6 Storage cost and cache deployment
In this section we re-consider the plots in Figs. 4.3,4.4,4.5 to determine the number of
caches to be deployed by the operator in order to get a satisfactory trade-off between wire-
less channel capacity and network response time. Moreover, we consider the real costs as-
sociated to the cache storage as a further criterion for selecting the proper number of caches
to be deployed. Table 4.2 reports some data taken from [54] about the costs associated to
the amount of storage in the cache per GB per month/year, where we assume, as a concrete
example, that each video cache can store 10TB.
Based on the plots in Figs. 4.3,4.4,4.5, we can say that a good trade-off between wireless
channel capacity and network response time is achieved when the number of caches is lim-
ited, with small differences among the scenarios under study. Operating with few caches
can already reduce the network response time to low values in our simulations, with a neg-
ligible impact on the wireless channel capacity when using the max-sum algorithm. At the
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Table 4.2. Costs associated to the storage of a cache.




same time, the monetary costs are kept low compared to solutions that enjoy slightly better
performance but are significantly more costly due to the higher number of caches required
for the deployment. In addition, as already presented in [55], the distribution of CDN caches
in nodes implementing other protocol functions such as access routers, access points or base
stations is beneficial to reduce costs. In [56], based on monetization considerations for the
CDNmarket, the authors show that CDNs are an important component in the video supply
chain for mobile operators, and that the most profitable way of dimensioning a CDN is to
have a small number of caches each serving a large number of users, which is consistent
with our results in Figs. 4.3,4.4,4.5.
We evaluate in Sec. 5.3 the performance of the framework by means of simulation in ns-
3 [57], an event-based network simulator that provides a detailed implementation of the LTE
core and access networks. We refer the interested reader to [58, 59] for further information
on the LTE modules implemented in ns-3.
4.3.7 Related Work
In a mobile network, a video application can be served through different paths crossing
both the core and the access networks, resulting in different QoE at the user side. The main
factors affecting the quality delivered by each path are related to error propagation phenom-
ena [60], the latency response time [55] and the available application video rate [61]. In prior
works, access and core networkmetrics are decoupled and studied independently from each
other. This way, the benefits of optimizing one side of the network might be wasted in the
other side of the network. Metrics related to the access network can be measured at the end
user via the wireless interface and fed back to the network, possibly with tight granularity
so as to track user mobility and channel variations. Based on this information, the mobile
operator is in charge of managing the video service to keep a target QoE and to optimize
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the network resource usage. CDN is a crucial design choice for network operators, which
enables large scale content distribution at a reasonable cost and without overloading the
operator’s core network. Distributing video caches close to the users partly compensates
for the significant increase of video traffic in mobile networks, which is reported to double
every year [62]. A mobile CDN solution for video delivery includes network based caching,
network guided optimization of content delivery and advanced multicast solutions. This
requires a continuous monitoring of the current conditions of the entire system, in particu-
lar the status and distribution of the CDN nodes [32], as well as the popularity of contents.
Using the collected data the system dynamically maintains an optimal configuration of a set
of servers for content distribution and selects optimal sources for transmitting the video to
the user.
The problem of optimal cache management is investigated in the community and, for
instance, its impact on the QoE of the user is studied in [63]. The authors encode a video
into multiple copies and select the optimal set of playback rates (in response to varying
channel conditions) to be made available in the network for a fixed number of cache copies
and then find the optimal number of cached files to achieve a target QoE. In contrast to this
work, our goal is to select a video path in response to a set of network metrics which impact
the final QoE of the user and depict the whole video delivery chain, i.e., from the selection
of the video source to the choice of the access network technology.
The framework proposed in [64] aims at optimizing CDN caching by taking into account
the server storage status, network path status and content utility. By monitoring these met-
rics, the system is able to update the overlay delivery chain (CDN caches) and instructs the
mobile clients from where to optimally download contents. However, the paper does not
take into account the wireless hop, which is very often the bottleneck of the entire delivery
chain. In [65] authors leverage the storage and computing power of the core network nodes
to collect the network status information necessary to compute multi-path scalable video
delivery strategies. The authors make simultaneous use of multiple paths to deliver a set
of video layers increasing the QoE perceived at the end user, whereas in our framework we
select a single video path based on an optimal selection of network metrics from the core to
the access network nodes in order to deliver the best video quality to the user.
Conversely, [66] focuses on the wireless performance analysis (3G, 4G, WLAN) of an
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Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) delivery architecture when changing the placement and
characteristics of the streaming servers at the access network. The goal of [66] is to make
traditional IPTV available to users anywhere, anytime, on any device and through any net-
work. The authors propose a new CDN-based architecture to distribute content to different
access networks by placing video streamers in the access networks (including mobile), thus
reducing bandwidth consumption and quality of service (QoS) restriction due to the IP core
network. Our architectural assumptions for content distribution across wireless heteroge-
nous technologies are in line with this work; however, contrary to our framework, the per-
formance analysis in [66] is limited to the wireless side of the framework when changing the
servers placement.
The work described in [55] deals with the distribution of the CDN caches and aims at
optimizing the QoS and latency response time and the energy consumption. Although in
our work we do not specifically focus on energy aspects (rather on network resource sav-
ings), similar considerations can be derived when distributing the caching system. First of
all, it has been demonstrated that local caches reduce the transport costs to a great extent,
secondly mobile CDNs help the service providers to address their scalability issues. The
work proposed in [55], however, differs significantly from our approach, since the video de-
livery chain is considered to be wireless medium agnostic, lacking an end-to-end viewpoint
on the video transport optimization.
We further stress the point that prior solutions for video transport optimization over
cellular networks cover different areas, where each of them is investigated and developed
independently. For instance, in [67], a cross-layer scheduler for video transmission is pre-
sented, focusing on the wireless access side only, without taking into account the network
resources as a whole. Network operators target the efficient utilization of the overall net-
work resources while providing high quality video transport, thus requiring novel designs
and raising multidisciplinary topics [68]. A combination of video transport optimization
mechanisms considering the entire delivery chain over mobile networks was proposed only
very recently in [12], where interworking traffic shaping mechanisms are conceptually dis-
cussed. In contrast to the aforementioned related works, we optimize the selection of the
entire video delivery chain taking into account both access and core network metrics and
we develop a delivery framework with the goal of reducing the packet delivery delay while
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keeping the requested data rate of the video services and thus the perceived video quality.
Eventually, we make use of traffic shaping techniques at the access points to further reduce
the delivery delays while preserving the requested throughput.
4.4 QoE-based video transport
At the current stage, mobile network operators face the issue of supporting high quality
video services with the available network resources. The widespread high-speed wireless
coverage will likely increase the number of users that require high quality video services,
making the support of such a traffic in the access networks a challenging question.
An attractive solution in this scenario consists in dynamically adapting the QoE per-
ceived by the final video consumers to the available transmission resources by adjusting
the video code rates. As observed in [69], in fact, reducing the encoding rate of a video is
much less critical in terms of QoE degradation than increasing the packet loss probability
or the delivery delay. However, the perceived QoE at a certain encoding rate depends on
the specific characteristics of the video, e.g., scene and source dynamics and frame-by-frame
motion.
In this section we propose a novel approach to handle under-provisioned video traffic
scenarios that is based on the possibility of dynamically adjusting the video encoding rate
and that takes into account the different QoE behaviors of video sequences, expressed in
terms of Structural Similarity (SSIM) index [70]. We indeed measure the SSIM of a large set
of H.264-AVC [71] video clips [72,73] coded at different rates, which correspond to different
perceived quality levels. After a suitable normalization and rescaling of the metrics of inter-
est, we are able to analytically approximate the perceived quality characteristic of each video
by means of a simple 4-degree polynomial expression. We hence associate each video to its
polynomial coefficients in order to compactly describe how the SSIM degrades for lower
transmit rates. To reduce the state space, we also proposed a class-based approach where
videos showing similar SSIM vs rate relations are grouped in a class and taggedwith a set of
polynomial coefficients that characterize that class. We then define Resource Management
(RM) and Video Access Control (VAC) algorithms that take into account this QoE-based
information associated to each video to maximize a certain utility function. As a proof of
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concept, we apply our approach to a simple scenario with a congested link shared by multi-
ple video flows.
4.4.1 Evaluation Setup
We evaluate the objective QoE of the videos with the SSIM index, which is a full refer-
ence metric that allows to measure the structural similarity between two frames of the same
video. From the human eye perspective, SSIM improves the representation of the perceived
video quality compared to traditional metrics such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
andMean Square Error (MSE). These pure mathematical metrics estimate the perceived dis-
tortion based on analytical pixel-by-pixel comparison. On the contrary, SSIM measures the
image degradation in terms of perceived structural information change, thus taking into
account the tight inter-dependence between spatially close pixels which contain the infor-
mation about the objects in the visual scene. SSIM is calculated via statistical metrics (mean,
variance) computed within a square window of size N×N (typically 8×8), which moves
pixel-by-pixel over the entire image. The measure between the corresponding windows X
and Y of two images is computed as follows:
SSIM(X,Y ) =









with µ and σ2 the mean and variance of the luminance value in the corresponding window,
and c1 and c2 variables to stabilize the division with weak denominator (we refer the inter-
ested reader to [70] for more details on the computation). For practical reasons, we take the
average values of the SSIM index for each video.
The range of the SSIM index goes from 0 to 1, which represent the extreme cases of totally
different or perfectly identical frames, respectively. Table 4.3 shows the mapping between
SSIM and Mean Opinion Score (MOS) scale, as reported in [74].
4.4.2 Video evaluation
We consider a pool of V = 38 CIF video clips, taken from standard reference sets,
e.g., [72]. Each video has been encoded with the Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) ref-
erence software [75] into H.264-AVC format at C = 18 increasing compression rates, which
correspond to as many quality levels. The list of video names, full quality transmit rate,
duration and classification of video motion is provided in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.3. Mapping SSIM to Mean Opinion Score scale
SSIM MOS Quality Impairment
≥ 0.99 5 Excellent Imperceptible
[0.95, 0.99) 4 Good Perceptible but not annoying
[0.88, 0.95) 3 Fair Slightly annoying
[0.5, 0.88) 2 Poor Annoying
< 0.5 1 Bad Very annoying









Figure 4.6. Logarithm of the normalized rate ρv(c) versus compression level c for different video clips.
We denote by c ∈ {1, . . . , C} the available compression rates and by rv(c) the transmit
rate of video v ∈ {1, . . . , V } encoded at rate c, with rv(1) being the maximum (i.e., full qual-
ity) rate. To ease the comparison between different video clips, it is convenient to normalize
the video rates to the full quality rates. Moreover, following the Weber-Fechner’s law that
speculates a logarithmic relation between the intensity and the subjective perception of a
stimulus, we introduce a logarithmic measure of the normalized rate, here named Rate Scal-
ing Factor (RSF), which is defined as
ρv(c) = log(rv(c)/rv(1)) , (4.2)
and shown in Fig. 4.6 when varying the compression level c for the different videos.
We can see that the compression level, i.e., the number of quantization points considered
in the H.264-AVC encoding, determines the rate of the video sequence depending on the
content of the video itself. For a given compression level c, the larger the RSF ρv(c) the more
dynamic the video sequence. Indeed, dynamic sequences exhibit lower spatial and temporal
correlation of consecutive video frames and, hence, are less amenable to compression.
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Figure 4.7. SSIM of the different video clips when varying the RSF.
The dynamics of the video content also impact the perceived QoE for a certain RSF value,
as clearly shown in Fig. 4.7 that shows the average SSIM of each video clip when varying
ρv. The markers correspond to empirical SSIM values for the V videos in the test set, while
the lines are obtained from a 4-degree polynomial approximation of such values.
We observe that the polynomial approximation is, in general, acceptably accurate for
the range of ρ of practical interest. Therefore, the SSIM characteristic of a video v can be
approximated as
Fv(ρ) ≃ 1 + av,1ρ+ av,2ρ2 + av,3ρ3 + av,4ρ4 . (4.3)
The vector of coefficients av = {av,i} provides a compact description of the relation
between the perceived QoE and the RSF of a video v. It is hence conceivable to tag each
video with such a compact representation of its QoE characteristic that can then be used by
RM and VAC algorithms, as discussed in the next section.
4.4.3 SSIM-based RM and VAC Algorithms
In this section we investigate how the QoE characterization of a video sequence can be
used to optimally allocate transmission resources to different video sessions and to decide
whether or not a new video shall be admitted into the system.
We consider a framework where different video clips are multiplexed into a shared link
of capacity R by a control unit that performs RM and VAC. More specifically, the RM mod-
ule detects changes of the link capacity (e.g., due to concurrent data flows or fading phe-
nomena in wireless channels) and triggers an optimization procedure that adapts the video
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rates to maximize a certain QoE-related utility function. Similarly, the VAC module deter-
mines whether or not a new video request can be accepted without decreasing the QoE of
any videos below a threshold F ∗ negotiated, for instance, between operator and video con-
sumers. To this end, the VAC invokes the RM module to get the best resource allocation
policy for all the videos potentially admitted into the system and, then, computes the SSIM
of each video through Eq. (4.3) and checks whether it is above the aforementioned quality
threshold. If not, the last video admission request is refused, otherwise the new video is
accepted into the system, transmission resources are reallocated as determined by the RM
module, and video sources are required to adapt their source rate to such a new allocation.
To alleviate the RM from the burden of computational costs when dealing with a high
number of active videos in the channel, we further consider a clustering approach where
videos are grouped based on their SSIM vs. rate similarity. Hence, we partition the videos
inK classes, depending on the value of ρ for which the SSIM crosses the threshold F ∗. Each
class is then associated to a reference F curve, expressed as in Eq. (4.3), with polynomial
coefficients equal to the mean of the coefficients of the videos in that class:









where Ck denotes the set of videos in the kth class, and ||Ck|| is the cardinality of the class.
Class-based QoE functions F C can be used by the RM and VAC algorithms in place of the
actual F of each video, thus reducing the computational complexity at the cost of subop-
timal resource allocation and possible violation of the SSIM constraints, due to the coarse
approximation of the QoE characteristic of the videos.
4.4.4 Optimal resource allocation problem
Let fi denote the SSIM function associated to a video i, which can correspond to eitherF
C
i
or Fi, depending on whether or not the class-based solution is considered. Furthermore, let
R denote the transmission capacity that needs to be allotted to the videos, and by Γ = {γi}
an allocation vector that assigns to the ith video a fraction γi of R, with γi = 0 indicating
that the video is not accepted into the system. Although the H.264 encoding can only offer
a discrete set of transmit rates (see Fig. 4.6), in the formulation of the optimization problem
we assume that video rates can change in a continuous manner. Under this assumption, the
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The optimization problem addressed by the RMmodule can then be defined as follows:








where U(·) denotes the utility function considered by the optimization algorithm.
We consider two utility functions that reflect different optimization purposes:
Rate Fairness (RF)
Resources are distributed to all active videos proportionally to their full quality rate,
without considering the impact on the perceived QoE. In this case,









Resources are allocated according to a max-min fairness criterion with respect to the
SSIM of the different videos:
U(Γ, R, {fi}) = min
i
fi(ρi) . (4.7)
Note that, under the assumption of continuous rate adaptation, the SF criterion yields the
same SSIM, say σ, to all active videos. Given this target SSIM, the RSF for each video can
be easily found as ρ˜i = f
−1
i (σ), where f
−1
i is the inverse of the QoE monotonic function fi.
Therefore, the optimization problem can be easily solved by searching for the maximum σ






f−1i (σ) ≤ 1 . (4.8)
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Since the left-hand side expression is monotonic, the maximum σ can be easily and quickly








4.4.5 RM and VAC algorithms
Based on these utilization functions, we can define three possible RMalgorithms, namely:
RF, based on Eq. (4.6);
SFE based on Eq. (4.7) with exact (E) QoE characterization. i.e., fi = Fi;
SFC based on Eq. (4.7) with class-based (C) QoE characterization., i.e., fi = F
C
i .
Given the channel capacity R and the set of videos to be allocated, each tagged with the
polynomial coefficients associated to {fi} and the available encoding rates {ri(c)}, the RM
algorithm finds the optimal allocation Γopt under the continuous rate assumption and, then,
looks for a feasible rate allocation at minimum distance from Γopt that satisfies Eq. (4.5).
As mentioned before, the VAC algorithm can be built upon any such RMs. The VAC, in
fact, will simply call the RM to perform its computations on the set of active videos.
4.4.6 Related Work
Prior works on video classification mainly focus on extracting objective networking
and quality metrics. In [76] the authors classify videos based on selected common spatial-
temporal audio and visual features described by theMPEG-7 compliant content descriptors.
Due to the complexity of themethod, the authors make use of the principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) to reduce the set of features under study. Nevertheless, this work is strictly de-
pendent on the MPEG-7 multimedia format. Scene detection mechanisms were developed
in recent years based on predictive analytical models. In [77], the authors propose a scene-
change detector for video-conference traces that works based on the average number of bits
generated during the scenes, and it modeled with a two-state Markov chain. The proposed
low complexity method comes at the cost of requiring full knowledge of the type of video
to properly set the thresholds for the scene recognition.
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Further related works focus on quality prediction models to capture the behavior of
video scenes. In [13], an objective model to predict the quality of the lost frames for 3D
videos is designed based on the header information of the video packets at different ISO/OSI
layers. This model is able to roughly capture the SSIM of some video clips based on the size
of the lost frames and via deep packet inspection (DPI), which is usually avoided by opera-
tors in cellular deployments due to the complexity and national privacy rules. Nevertheless,
in [78], the authors claim that the frame loss probability, which is mainly a network metric,
provides only a limited insight into the video quality perceived by the user. Moreover, the
authors state that the rate distortion curves drawn using the PSNR provide a limited repre-
sentation of the perceived video quality, thus improved quality metrics to better represents
videos are needed.
In our work, we analyze and group video test sequences based on the relation between
video compression rate and SSIM. As widely recognized, SSIM index improves traditional
objective QoS metrics like PSNR and MSE, which have been proven to be inconsistent with
the human eye perception. Although the SSIM characterization of a video sequence is com-
putationally expensive, we show that it can be compactly represented bymeans of four poly-
nomial coefficients which can be associated to the video. Tagged videos can then be handled
by simple traffic shaping mechanisms in case of network congestion or under-provisioned
network resources.
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Table 4.4. Video test set
Name Full quality Duration Class
rate [kbit/s] [s] #
3inrow 11856 12 1
5row1 11135 12 1
Akiyo 5387 10 2
Boblec 11504 12 2
Bowing 10325 10 1
Bridge close 18246 66 4
Bridge far 18304 70 4
Vtc1nw 11210 12 1
Bus 16954 5 4
CaesarsPalace 17001 12 3
Cheerleaders 21757 12 4
City 14139 10 3
Coastguard 16570 10 4
Container 12229 10 3
Crew 16179 10 4
FlamingoHilton 25622 12 4
Flower 16335 8 3
Football 15806 3 4
Football ext 18092 12 4
Foreman 14642 10 3
Hall Monitor 16291 10 4
Harbour 17929 10 3
Highway 17529 66 4
Husky 24065 8 4
Ice 9517 8 2
Sign Irene 14091 18 3
Washdc 12948 12 2
Mobile 19172 10 3
Mother Daughter 11348 10 2
News 7824 10 2
Pamphlet 10917 10 1
Paris 12450 35 2
Redflower 14168 12 2
Silent 11586 10 3
Soccer 14063 10 4
Stefan 17589 3 3
Tempete 17850 8 3
Waterfall 14950 8 3
Chapter5
Simulation and Experimental Results
In this chapter we present the simulation and experimental results of our video trans-
port mechanisms designed in Chap. 3 and implemented in Chap. 4. Thus, in Sec. 5.1 the
simulation results for our robust opportunistic scheduling are presented, whereas Sec. 5.2
shows simulation and experimental results from a real testbed of our MCDN framework, in
Sec. 5.3, the simulation results of the E2E video path selection mechanism are shown and in
Sec. 5.4 we report the simulation results for our QoE-based resource allocation schemes.
5.1 Robust Opportunistic Broadcast/Multicast Mechanisms
5.1.1 Simulation Setup
Weencode two yuv video sequences in CIF resolution (352x288), Foreman cif andNews cif
[72], using the JSVM encoding software [75], at 30 frames per second with GoP equal to 16.
We use only one I and 15 P frames, where each I frame starts a new GoP. For the sake of
simplicity, we use only the SNR scalability offered by H.264/SVC, thus we encode the video
sequences into 3 video layers, i.e., one base quality layer and two enhancement layers. The
quantization points for each video layer, the corresponding cumulative encoding rates and
the ideal PSNR achieved when correctly receiving each video layer are shown in Table 5.1
for both video sequences.
We consider a broadcast scenario where the BS serves N = 100 users distributed in the
corresponding area of service.
We assume a simple distance-dependent path loss model, where the channel conditions
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Table 5.1. Quantization points, rates and ideal PSNR.
Layer Q Point Rate (Kbps) PSNR (dB)
News cif
Base 42 90.4 31.5992
Enhancement 1 32 291.9 37.4076
Enhancement 2 22 846.8 43.7088
Foreman cif
Base 42 117.1 29.9432
Enhancement 1 402.5 402.5 34.7884
Enhancement 2 1506.3 1506.3 40.7380
of each user depend on the distance between the BS and the user. In this waywe can straight-
forwardly evaluate the coverage area of each MCS, thus we can design as many regions as
the cardinality of the set of MCSs available at the BS for the packet transmissions. The most
robust MCS, i.e.,MCS1, covers the whole area of service of the BS, while the second MCS,
MCS2, covers an area which is smaller but included in the previous area. The higher the
MCS, the smaller the area covered by the transmission scheme, thus the smaller, on aver-
age, the number of users being served by such MCS. In our simulations we further set at
the base station the carrier frequency to 2 GHz, the transmission bandwidth to 10 MHz, the
transmission power to 46 dBm, the penetration loss to 20 dB, the noise figure to 9 dB and
the thermal noise density to -174 dBm/Hz. If we use the slowest MCS, i.e., QPSK 1/8, the
communication area is up to ∼1 Km from the base station.
A first assignment of the MCS to be used to send each video layer is performed a priori,
based on the average user distribution (baseline solution), by an optimizer,1 given the total
channel constraint. The optimization procedure works at a coarser granularity with respect
to the time domain when compared to the granularity required to opportunistically tune the
scheduling mechanism (instantaneous). This is mainly due to the computational time of the
heuristic algorithm.
Before discussing the simulation results, we shortly describe two tunable parameters in
our simulator. We define a first metric to take into account the user mobility, called mobility,
which is the measure of how quickly a user changes MCS serving area. This translates into
1The interested reader can find the details of such optimizer in [27, 35]
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an index spanning the interval [0, 1], where 0 and 1 indicate a static and highly dynamic
scenario, respectively. Hence, if the mobility index is set to 0, no user will jump into a neigh-
boring MCS serving area in the time slot, on the contrary users will change MCS area in
each time slot when the index is set to 1. We define another user mobility-related metric, the
group size, as the user correlation when switching from the current to a neighboring MCS
serving area (i.e., the number of users changing MSC area in the same time slot). Users in
the cell are equally divided in groups of the same size once this parameter has been set.
5.1.2 Discussion
We now investigate the impact of mobility and group size of users on the wireless chan-
nel gain, i.e., the ratio of channel rate (ksymb/s) saved by our algorithm compared to the
baseline solution. Our experiments are averaged over more than 1000 runs and are run on a
range of scenarios, as presented in Table 5.2. In the far scenario most users are far from the
base station, thus they can successfully decode packets only if sent with low order MCSs.
In the middle scenario most users are placed in the middle region while in the near scenario
most users are close to the base station, experience good SNR levels and thus can decode
packets sent with high order MCSs. The cumulative distribution of users with respect to the
MCSs is reported in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Static user distribution for each scenario.
MCS Far Middle Near
1 100 100 100
2 60 95 95
3 35 85 90
4 20 50 80
5 10 15 65
6 5 5 40
In our work we performed simulations using these 3 scenarios and the 2 aforementioned
yuv sequences, but due to the weak dependency of the results (quality-wise) from the sce-
nario and the video in use, we now continue our discussion focusing only on the far scenario
using the Foreman cif video sequence.
In Fig. 5.1(a) we plot how the normalized channel gain varies, i.e., the percentage of
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(a) Normalized channel gain, group size set to 20.
















(b) QoS for the 3 scenarios, group size set to 20.


























(c) Normalized channel gain, mobility set to 0.8.















(d) QoS for the 3 scenarios, mobility set to 0.8.
Figure 5.1. Impact of mobility and group size on the channel gain and on the average video quality
perceived (PSNR) for far,middle and near scenarios.
wireless resources saved by our proposed broadcast schedulingmechanism compared to the
baseline solution, with respect to the mobility in the cell, while keeping the average overall
QoS of the mobile users as close as possible to the quality level guaranteed by the baseline
approach, see Fig. 5.1(b).
The PSNR degrades with mobility due to the higher probability of moving to different
MCS serving areas and of not being able to receive enough video packets from the lower
video layers (which also makes any higher-layer packet correctly received useless).
Further conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 5.1(c), where we fix the mobility index in the
cell to 0.8, i.e., highly dynamic scenario, and we let users change theMCS serving area either
individually or jointly (i.e., within a group) in a certain time slot. Looking at the extreme
case of group size equal to 1, i.e., individual changes, the channel gain is negligible. This is
due to the heterogeneity of the network, since the selection of the highest possible MCS to
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guarantee the target average of users being able to decode a given video layer cannot track
each single user’s behavior. In case users jointly change MCS area, chances of selecting a
higher MCS to serve the video layers and of letting users benefit from it are enhanced. As a
result, the higher the homogeneity of users behavior in the cell, the larger the set U , and the
higher the chances of saving wireless resources.
The above discussion and conclusions focused on the simulation results for the far sce-
nario, but equally apply to the middle and near scenarios as well: the channel gain increases
with the increase of the mobility and of the group size as shown by Figs. 5.1(a) and 5.1(c),
respectively. The only noticeable difference is that the target QoS for both near and middle
scenarios is a few dBs higher compared to the far scenario, due to the larger number of users
in the proximity of the base station (see Table 5.2).
5.2 Mobile Content Delivery Networks and Video Popularity
We first examine the impact of the DASH streaming in terms of traffic load on the net-
work by measuring the amount of data traversing a MAR when a video is requested by
a mobile user in a real scenario. Next, we use such measurements to build a large scale
network scenario in which we simulate the behavior of the system for a range of network
settings where we vary the level of occupancy of the caches and the mobility of the users.
5.2.1 Video streaming measurements
A DASH video file consists of the Media Presentation Description (MPD) file and the set
of segments building themedia content. TheMPD collects the information that characterizes
the video file and the segment locations. The MPD may contain multiple representations
for the same media, that is, multiple versions with different resolutions and bitrates. A
DASH client is able to dynamically select a representation which better fits, for instance, the
network conditions.
In our experiments, we measured the traffic generated by streaming a DASH video from
a server to a client through an IPv6 infrastructure that build our testbed. We employed the
597 seconds long Big Buck Bunny DASH video2 segmented into a set of chunk sizes, i.e., 1,
2, 4, 6, 10 and 15 seconds, and a single representation with average bitrate of 800 Kbps. In
2http://www-itec.uni-klu.ac.at/ftp/datasets/mmsys12/BigBuckBunny/
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Table 5.3. Experimental measurements
DASH Video Streaming Statistics
Chunk length [s] 1 2 4 6 10 15
No. of chunks 597 299 150 100 60 40
Video size [B]
Chunk sum 60 254052 58 987 593 58 344 196 58 138 660 57 509 612 57 373 964
MPD file 51 958 26 586 13 921 9 671 6 541 4 739
MP4 file 865 865 865 865 867 867
Total 60 306 875 59 015 044 58 358 982 58 149 196 57 517 020 57 379 570
Data TX [B]
no tunnel 64 699 689 62 262 514 61 251 667 60 903 590 60 096 154 59 873 730
per chunk 108 375 208 236 408 344 609 036 1 001 603 1 496 843
with tunnel 69 464 550 67 967 699 66 837 895 66 487 790 65 679 527 65 454 149
per chunk 116 356 227 317 445 586 664 888 1 094 659 1 636 356
Overhead [%]
no tunnel 7.28 5.50 4.96 4.74 4.48 4.35
with tunnel 15.19 15.17 14.53 14.34 14.19 14.07
CDN Node - DM interface Statistics
Control packets TX 5 955 2 990 1 500 1000 600 400
per chunk 9.97 10 10 10 10 10
Control data TX [B] 570 465 286 300 143 575 95 680 57 583 38 388
per chunk 955,55 957,53 957,17 956,80 959,72 959,70
Overhead [%] 0.88 0.46 0.23 0.16 0.10 0.06
this setup, the DASH video is an MPEG-4 file, thus the MPD contains the pointers to the
initialization file, namely the “MP4 file”, and to the video chunks locations. The streaming
was captured at an intermediate node, acting as a MAR. The values in Table 5.3 summarize
the results obtained from the captures.
We performed the measurements for two scenarios: in the first one, called no tunnel, the
video is forwarded by the MAR working as a plain IPv6 router, that is, without encapsulat-
ing the packets. In the second scenario, calledwith tunnel, the packets are forwarded through
a tunnel before being delivered to the MN, thus we simulate the encapsulation that would
occur in case of mobility3. We computed the overhead as the ratio between the extra bytes
transferred due to the streaming session and the total video size (payload). As expected,
the shorter the chunks, the higher the overhead, because the video requires more HTTP and
TCP sessions to be downloaded. Thus, the streaming requires a 7.28% overhead for the 1
second chunks video, and 4.38% for the 15 seconds version. This behavior is exacerbated by
the presence of a mobility tunnel: from Table 5.3 we can infer that the encapsulation boosts
3The IPv6-in-IPv6 encapsulation requires 40 bytes for the extra IPv6 header. We recall that with current
mobility protocols, like ProxyMobile IPv6, the packets are always encapsulated, while in our DMM architecture,
the packets are tunneled during the handover event until the next chunk is requested.
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(a) Total traffic volume vs. cache load.























(b) Signalling overhead for static scenarios in the core
network.
























(c) Signaling and tunneling overhead in the core net-
work with 10% cache load.
Figure 5.2. Traffic volume and overhead generated for static and mobile scenarios.
the overhead, and, conversely to the previous observation, it penalizes more the longest
chunks.
The lowest part of Table 5.3 describes the amount of control data transferred in the in-
teraction between the CDN node and the DM. Such interaction serves to provide the best
chunk source location, and it costs less than 1 KB for each chunk.
5.2.2 Discussion
Fig. 5.2(a) shows the in- and outbound traffic volume at the joint entity CDN-MAR node
as a function of the percentage of chunks stored in the local cache. The general shape of
the curve is a direct consequence of the video popularity distribution introduced earlier. As
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expected, as more content is cached in the CDN node, the less traffic is transported through
the core network, and more traffic is directly served from the CDN node to the user. If the
cache of the CDN node is empty (left side of Fig. 5.2(a)), all data needs to be retrieved from
the main video server (traffic from/to main server and from/to MN). Providing just a few
of the most popular chunks in the CDN node can already significantly reduce the traffic
load in the core network. Providing further contents with low popularity in the CDN node
will still reduce the traffic volume in the core network, but at a lower rate. In the extreme
case where all contents are cached locally (right side), all requests can be served from the
CDN node and the traffic is only between the CDN node and the MN (i.e., mainly on the
only access network side). Note that the CDN node cannot reduce the traffic volume on
the path from the MAR to the MN. Thus, the traffic load observed at 100% cache load is
exactly the share of the traffic volume on the access network, whereas the delta observed
for lower cache loads is the traffic volume in the core network. This shows that 65% of the
overall network traffic (i.e., core and access network) can be saved by providing all data
from the local CDN nodes.However, the higher the storage capacity of the CDN, the more
the associated costs will be. Storage costs approximately increase on a linear scale, whereas
the savings in traffic volume follow an exponential shape. The network architects goal is to
find the optimal tradeoff between the two.
We can further observe that the shorter the chunk length, the larger the generated over-
head traffic. This overhead is caused by A) the packet overhead, B) the HTTP session setup
for each chunk, and C) the messages querying the DM for the optimal location of the re-
quested chunk. Overhead A+B is smaller for larger chunks as fewer packets are necessary
to handle the network protocol operation at all layers of the IP stack.
Finally, overhead C obviously increases with i) shorter (i.e., more) chunks and ii) smaller
cache sizes, i.e., less hits for cached content. Chunks of 1 s length will result in 15 times the
number of “get optimal location” requests to the DM than chunks containing 15 s of video
data.
As a consequence, we can argue that longer chunks can reduce the traffic volume in the
network. This fact is in line with the observations driven by the values of Table 5.3 and it
is also shown in Fig. 5.2(b), which depicts the share of the measured overhead in the core
network for different chunk lengths when varying the cache load from 0 to 100% in steps of
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10%. In addition, if all chunks are cached in the local CDN nodes (right-most bar of each
group), nearly no overhead is measured in the core network, as only requests for the MPD
and MP4 files pass the CDN nodes.
In the following set of simulations we add the user mobility into the system. We consider
the range from 0 to 10K mobility events during the simulated time period, i.e., on average
one mobility event per played video. Note that a mobility event is a change in the IP point
of attachment, caused by handovers resulting in a change of the serving MAR. If a mobility
event is triggered, the DMM will forward the currently streamed chunk to the new MAR to
avoid the break of the ongoing HTTP session. This causes additional “tunneling overhead”
(D), as the packets of the ongoing chunk will be transported along additional network paths
to the new MAR, and thus they are counted as traffic at both MARs. The following chunk
is then directly requested from the new MAR and thus it does not need to be transferred
through the DMM tunnels.
Fig. 5.2(c) shows the percentage of overhead for different numbers of mobility events
and different chunk lengths. The group of bars at the left (no mobility) depicts the same sce-
nario and values as in Fig. 5.2(b) in the second bar of each group, i.e. for a cache load of 10%.
We distinguish between signaling overhead (A+B+C) and tunneling overhead (D), as they
show an opposite behavior. The signaling overhead gets smaller for larger chunk sizes as
fewer chunks are requested per video, whereas the tunneling overhead increases with larger
chunks due to a larger chunk being forwarded. In the static scenario (no mobility), there is
no tunneling overhead. Then, for increasing user mobility, we can see that the additional
overhead due to the tunneling of the ongoing chunk to the new MAR overcomes the reduc-
tion of signaling overhead when large chunks are used. In addition, for short chunks, the
lookup tables in the CDN nodes must hold more entries and the data exchanged between
CDN nodes and the DM to synchronize the popularity databases. Moreover, more lookup
requests per time must be processed, requiring more processing power and thus expensive
hardware.
As a final observation, in Fig. 5.2(c), we note that a chunk length of 4 seconds represents
a good trade-off in our system between signaling and tunneling overhead, outperforming
the other chunk sizes in most scenarios. Moreover, a 4 seconds chunk length offers a good
granularity for the video player to promptly adjust the video quality.
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5.3 Path Selection
The aim to maximize a utility function on the “normalized” M -tuples representing all
the possible paths (where each of theM values in a tuple refers to a given networkmetric) is
now further investigated from a real deployment point of view. To do so, we investigate the
feasibility of the algorithm in an LTE-compliant network implemented in ns-3 and we even-
tually add traffic engineering mechanisms to support the video path selection in congested
scenarios.
In Section 4.3, two criteria for the selection of the video paths were investigated, reflect-
ing the operator’s and the user’s points of view. Due to the preferable performance achieved
by themax-sum criterion, we select the utility function maximizing the sum of the proximity
values associated to the metrics in the M -tuples. Thanks to LTE core and access networks
features implemented in ns-3, we can extend the set of network metrics already considered
for the sake of analysis of the number of caches to be deployed in the network in Section
4.3.2. In addition to the storage occupancy of a CDN video server, the routing distance from
the server to the points of access, and the channel quality of the wireless link, we also take
into account the available data rate on the link between the video source and the P-GW
(thus, taking into account concurrent sessions) and the length of the queue of packets at the
access points, which is a further useful indicator of the network conditions, i.e., the longer
the queue, the higher the probability of congestion on the access side. The storage occu-
pancy of the CDNs is computed as the fraction of the memory in use. The routing distance
is expressed as the number of hops between the CDN cache and the end user. The data rate
on the link between the CDN video source and the P-GW is also taken into account, since
once a CDN is selected for transmission, the available bit-rate on the link should count for
the corresponding bandwidth consumption due to concurrent sessions, previously estab-
lished by other nodes, on the same link. The values taken by these core network metrics can
be communicated in the network via ALTO protocol extensions enabling joint transmission
of multiple metric values as proposed in [52]. Furthermore, we consider the SNR of both
cellular and WiFi access as a quality measure of the wireless link, observed by the mobile
terminal from the wireless interface, complemented by the measure of the queue size at the
access points as mentioned before.
The goal is to investigate the impact of our video delivery framework on throughput and
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packet delivery delay for video streaming services. This way, we provide the guidelines for
fine-tuning the network metrics involved and for steering the video path to best meet the
requirements of the end users and of the service providers.
In the rest of the section our algorithm will be referred to as Path Selection (PS) and will
be investigated both as a stand-alone mechanism and jointly with the Packet Dropping with
Threshold mechanism (PDT), described as follows.
Existing traffic engineering mechanisms are enabled in the mobile network when con-
gestion occurs. Based on the video specifications, operators might decide to reduce the data
rate from the source, in the core network nodes or at the access points. The selection of the
video path for a set of end users might cause the temporary congestion of some preferred
links/nodes, leading to a degradation of the network performance and of the quality per-
ceived by the user. We thus shape the video traffic at both the eNodeB and the WiFi spot by
dropping the video packets before they are queued in the buffers of the access points. We
notice that the congestion lasts until a new available video path is selected. Since the pro-
cedure could involve several links and nodes throughout the mobile network, it is assumed
to be solved after a considerable number of packet transmissions. The mechanism of packet
dropping is implemented as follows. When the end-to-end delay of the packet received by
a given end user exceeds a fixed threshold (delay constraint), a mechanism in the corre-
sponding access point is triggered such that the incoming packets from the core network
and meant for any other node are dropped before being queued in the buffer(s) of the access
points. This makes room for packets to be sent to the node observing higher delivery delays.
Once the measured packet delay falls below the threshold, the packet dropping procedure
is disabled (otherwise a timer is triggered when the congestion occurs and expires after a
fixed time interval).
As a remark, we point out that while PS works for both UDP and TCP video traffic, PDT
should be restricted only to the UDP flows supported by H.264/SVC codecs to make it pos-
sible to drop video frames at the data link layer. In TCP connections, video packets cannot
be dropped as described above, thus the operator would need a proxy in the core nodes,
e.g., the P-GW, allowing the dynamic resizing of the TCP window (adaptive streaming).
However, at the time of writing, dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) is not
yet supported in ns-3. For the sake of simplicity, we focus our study on a network perfor-
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Figure 5.3. Reference architecture for the simulations.
mance level, from which we derive the impact of the streaming service on the video quality
at the user side. Readers interested in more accurate models, for instance, with focus on the
receiver side, are referred to, e.g., [79].
5.3.1 Simulation Setup
We implemented the PS and PDT algorithms in the LTE module in ns-3. In our reference
scenario, Fig. 5.3, we deploy from 5 to 10 CDN sources connected to the P-GW in the core
network, as this number of CDN nodes is already acceptable in our previous analysis and at
the same time feasibly implementable in ns-3, and we deploy 6 mobile users with different
mobility patterns in the wireless access network. The LTE access network is implemented
as follows. We consider an LTE macro-cell with bandwidth ranging from 5 to 20 MHz (i.e.,
number of resource blocks between 25 and 100) and a coverage radius of up to 10 km. The
transmission power of the eNodeB is set to 30 dBm, the noise figure to 5 dB, and we use
the Friis’ free space propagation model. The buffers dedicated to each user to be served
by the eNodeB have limited size set to 221 Bytes. We implement a WiFi 802.11n spot, with
bandwidth set to 20 MHz, at a distance of 3 Km from the eNodeB and with coverage radius
of up to 200 m. The transmission power of the access point is set to 16 dBm, the noise
figure to 7 dB, and the channel propagation model is the log-distance model. The common
buffer to serve all the users attached to the access point is limited to the size of 220 Bytes.
We implement in the EPC module the CDN caches such that each CDN has its own storage
capacity and the link between each CDN and P-GW is set to the same channel rate, but
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Figure 5.4. Users mobility for the congested scenario.
to different propagation delays due to the geographic locations. Since our focus is on the
performance of a congested network as a whole, all video streaming sources, for the sake
of simplicity, generate video packets at the same rate of 500 KB/s. The packet size is set
to 1024 Bytes, while the delays on each CDN-P-GW link is randomly chosen in the interval
[1, 500] ms, that includes the delays of the core links, the response time of the cache (load)
and the latency of the HDD.We let the delays of the links be slowly time-varying during the
simulation time, in order to take into account the dynamics of the caching nodes, the traffic
and the core links and nodes between the source and access point (we consider different
time granularities of the dynamics between core and wireless sides) in real networks.
We assess the performance of our PS algorithm under congested and generalized sce-
narios. In the former, as for Fig. 5.4, we place six users in the cell and we let them move
following a way point mobility model, making sure that they cross the WiFi area (that be-
comes congested already with this small number of users and for most of the simulation
time) within each run and that they are in the LTE coverage area. The average speed of the
users is set to 2 m/s (urban area). In the generalized scenario, usersmove according to a ran-
dom way point model with average speed set to 2 m/s. Here, we average the performance
of the system over a wide range of network topologies thanks to the random placement and
movement of the users at each instance of the ns-3 simulator.
We notice that, once the user is in the range of the WiFi hot spot, an additional access
technique is made available, thus increasing the chances of maintaining a good performance
of the ongoing video session. In particular, we set a minimum SNR (threshold) as WiFi sen-
sitivity level when connecting to the WiFi access, making sure that the wireless link holds at
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the selected user’s speed4. Moreover, from an operator’s point of view, multiple technolo-
gies lead to an excess capacity that can be redistributed to the users that are not covered by
the WiFi spot. For what concerns the mobility management within our delivery framework,
IP session continuity features are not yet implemented in ns-3, thus we handle the user mo-
bility at the application layer to avoid out-of-order decoded packets at the receiver side.
Examples of deployed mobility management solutions at the application layer are those
based on IP multimedia subsystems (IMS), which use IETF protocols such as the session
initiation protocol (SIP) to integrate with the Internet. As a final remark, while PDT runs
instantaneously, i.e., as soon as the measure of the packet delay exceeds the threshold, the
PS algorithm operates every 2 s, a value that takes into account the signaling propagation
and collection of the ALTO messages containing the network metrics.
5.3.2 Congested scenario
In this section we discuss the performance of our proposed algorithms for a scenario de-
signed to represent a congested network, i.e., the video packets coming from the CDN video
sources exceed in number the buffer size at the access points. We compare the throughput
and packet delivery delay of our proposal to those of a baseline solution, named “Base”,
implemented in the latest release of ns-3. There, a mobile user is connected to either the
eNodeB or the WiFi spot and receives the video packets uniquely from the first video source
selected at the time of the session initialization. In our simulations we take into account the
impact of mobility and load of the system on throughput and packet delivery delay, that are
the key metrics to assess the performance of real-time video streaming applications. In the
plots, we compare Base, PS and the combination of PS and PDT, namely “PS+PDT”, algo-
rithms. This way, we provide a set of network management solutions, which offer different
trade-offs in terms of throughput and delay. We argue that the increasing performance of
the network as we enable in sequence the PS and the PDT traffic engineering mechanisms
comes at the cost of an increasing computational complexity of the system. Depending on
the service and users’ requirements, themobile operatormight deploy only the PS algorithm
instead of the combination of PS and PDT, when a fine-tuning of the parameters involved in
the framework can already meet the video service requirements.
4The interested reader can find more details in [80].
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(a) Throughput measured at the nodes for Base, PS and
PS+PDT (from left to right in each group), with thresh-
old set to 1s.



































(b) Throughput measured at the nodes for PS+PDT,
with different thresholds (descending order from left to
right in each group).
Figure 5.5. Impact of the Base, PS and PS+PDT algorithms on the throughput for the six mobile users.
In Fig. 5.5, we compare the throughput measured at the six mobile users when using
the Base, PS and the PS+PDT algorithms in a congested scenario. In Fig. 5.5(a), we plot the
average throughput of the mobile users setting the threshold of the PDT to 1 s. To make the
algorithms comparable, in the baseline case we let 5 users always connect to the eNodeB
(and to the same CDN by definition of baseline algorithm) and 1 user to the WiFi access
point. This way, the eNodeB is congested since the users cannot modify their initial choice
of the best video path (otherwise the video session would be dropped) nor benefit from
the packet dropping at the access points. The results show that PS is beneficial in terms
of throughput compared to the baseline case, since the nodes can switch from one access
point to the other, improving the average quality of the channel, thus the packet delivery
rate. The combination of PS and PDT is slightly worse than PS in terms of throughput, as
expected, but still acceptable for GBR applications, when setting, for instance, the target rate
to ∼ 330 KB/s. However, as plotted in Fig. 5.5(b), setting a higher threshold corresponds
to an increase of the throughput to values similar to the PS case, even though PDT drops
packets from the video streams. When congestion occurs, PDT drops the packets before
being queued in the buffers of the access points. The congested nodes, after a short time
interval, benefit from such packets dropped in the buffers of the eNodeB or in the common
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(a) Cumulative distribution function of the average
packet delays measured at the nodes for number of RBs
set to 25, 50 and 100, baseline case.




















(b) Cumulative distribution function of the average
packet delays measured at the nodes for number of RBs
set to 50.
Figure 5.6. Impact of the Base, PS and PS+PDT algorithms on the packet delay of the mobile users.
buffer when considering the WiFi spot. Once the congestion is solved, more packets can
flow again through the access points before the end of the video session, set to 30 s. When
the threshold is set to around 1 s, the percentage of dropped packets still makes it possible
to increase the number of packets being delivered in time to the user before the end of the
video session. This turns into a gain in throughput of the nodes for such high thresholds,
at the cost of a slight packet delivery delay increase. Setting the threshold below 1 s, the
percentage of dropped packets outweighs the ratio of packets “gained” by the system once
the congestion is over.
Before discussing the impact of the algorithms on the packet delivery delay, we present
in Fig. 5.6(a) the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the packet delivery delays at the
end users when the number of resource blocks (RBs) in use at the eNodeB by the baseline
solution is equal to 25, 50 and 100. Hence, we analyze at which bandwidth the eNodeB is
congested in the reference scenario. With 100 RBs the network delivers the packets avoiding
congestions, while with 50 RBs the eNodeB is congested and half of the packets are deliv-
ered with delays above 6 s (and even more with 25 RBs). For the sake of comparison, we
target a scenario where the access points, at some point in time during the simulation, are
fairly congested, thus we set the number of RBs to 50 in the simulation runs. TheWiFi access
point, with a bandwidth of 20 MHz and with six users crossing its coverage area, is rarely
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Figure 5.7. Average throughput and delay comparison. In brackets the threshold value for PS+PDT.
congested, giving the operator a chance to offload the traffic when congested or, from the
user’s point of view, to re-direct the video path to the next best available technology. In Fig.
5.6(b) we compare Base, PS and PS+PDT by showing the CDF of the packet delivery delay
experienced by the users. As expected, in the baseline case the users experience the worst
delays due to the pre-selected video path which is kept during the whole video session,
thus congested or slow links between the CDN selected and the P-GW affect the perfor-
mance. For instance, the flexibility offered by PS makes it possible to deliver 90% of the total
number of video packets (which ensures a near-optimal quality, assuming a logarithmic re-
lation between data rate and perceived video quality as described in [61]), with a 40% delay
reduction compared to the baseline case. Further improvements are brought when PDT is
enabled at the access points, leading to remarkable gains in terms of delivery delay, but at
the cost of some throughput performance degradation for stringent delay constraints, such
as 0.4 and 0.5 s (see Fig. 5.5).
We compare in Fig. 5.7 the average throughput and packet delivery delay experienced
by the users when using the different algorithms proposed. It can be observed that PS alone
allows to significantly cut the delays, which is crucial for delay stringent streaming appli-
cations, compared to the baseline case, without affecting the throughput, which instead
benefits from the video path redirection. PDT jointly with PS further cuts the delays in the
delivery system while keeping the delivery ratio, unless the threshold is set to very low
values, thus making the network unstable. We remark that PDT alone is out of the scope
of this work since our main goal is to evaluate the PS algorithm in ns-3 to assess the im-
pact of the algorithm in an LTE-compliant network. Moreover, the target is to improve the
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(a) Comparison among PS, PS+PDT and baseline solu-
tion.



















(b) Comparison when tuning the metrics in the PS algo-
rithm.
Figure 5.8. Cumulative distribution function of the average packet delays.
responsiveness of the network without significantly affecting the throughput to meet the
highly-demanding requirements of the latest emerging mobile services. We recall that it is
possible for the operator to fine-tune the weights of the metrics taken into account in the PS
algorithm to adapt the performance of throughput and delivery delay to the dynamics of
the network and to the targeted performance and available network resources (as it will be
shown later).
5.3.3 Generalized scenario
Based on the analysis of the results achieved in the congested scenario, we now investi-
gate the performance of our algorithm, compared to the baseline scheme, for a wide range
of network settings where congestions might temporarily occur. We report the performance
of PS in terms of throughput and packet delivery delay. By averaging over a high number of
network topologies, where users are randomly placed and move following a random way
point model, we assess the robustness of our algorithms for a range of settings and evaluate
the overall performance for long-term video sessions. We start comparing the packet deliv-
ery delay of our algorithms to the baseline solution in Fig. 5.8(a). We notice that PS already
achieves remarkable results, whereas some slight further improvement is obtained, espe-
cially in terms of maximum delivery delay when PDT is used in addition. The throughput
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is significantly reduced only for PS+PDT with 400 ms delay constraint (Table 5.4), showing
that congestion does not occur very often.
Table 5.4. Delays and throughput for PS, generalized scenario.
Base PS PS+PDT 1s PS+PDT 0.7s PS+PDT 0.4s
Throughput (pck/s) 374 462 459 454 344
5.3.4 Impact of core and access networks
In this section we investigate the impact of core and access network metrics by tuning
theweights of the coefficients in the optimization algorithm. Thus, in Fig. 5.8(b) we compare
the original PS algorithm, where eachmetric has the sameweight, with PS algorithms where
we increase the weight of either the core or the access network metrics. We notice that by
giving the core network metrics 10 times more weight with respect to the wireless access
metrics reduces the delivery delay for 90% of the packets, while the remaining 10% need
more time to reach the destination with respect to the original PS. This is due to the fact that
preferring the core to the access can lead to temporary congestion on the wireless channel.
On the other side, increasing the weight of the access network metrics makes it possible to
quickly complete the individual packet delivery, at the cost of an increased average packet
delay, as shown in Table 5.5. The maximum packet delivery delay is heavily reduced when
the access is preferred in the optimization algorithm, with a negligible loss in throughput.
This result is crucial and shows the limits of core network-based optimization approaches
such as those proposed in [30].
Table 5.5. Delays and throughput for PS when tuning the metrics.
Algorithm Max delay (ms) Average delay (ms) Throughput (packet/s)
PS 5668 352 462
PS core 5141 381 477
PS access 1978 365 434
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Figure 5.9. SSIM vs. log10 of the normalized rates of the selected videos.
5.3.5 Impact on the QoE
In order to evaluate the impact of our path selection strategies on the QoE, we encoded
a set of video clips from [72] into H.264-AVC [71] sequences using the JSVM software [75].
The sequences count 300 frames encoded at 30 frames per second with a GoP size of 16.
The encoding scheme is such that the I frame starts the corresponding GOP and is followed
by P frames. The quantization points of the videos are selected to achieve an application
rate of about 500KB/s. We then encode the same videos at lower bitrates, i.e., with coarser
quantization points, and compute the SSIM [81] (already presented in Sec.4.4.1) index values
corresponding to each coding rate shown in Fig. 5.9, using the MSU quality measurement
tool [82].
Table 5.6. SSIM values for each algorithm, generalized scenario.
Videos Base PS PS+PDT 1s PS+PDT 0.7s PS+PDT 0.4s
Akiyo 0.9986 0.9992 0.9992 0.9992 0.9983
Crew 0.9780 0.9823 0.9822 0.9820 0.9761
Stefan 0.9801 0.9842 0.9841 0.9839 0.9782
Football 0.9703 0.9765 0.9763 0.9760 0.9675
Highway 0.9668 0.9717 0.9716 0.9713 0.9649
Bridge Far 0.9599 0.9658 0.9657 0.9653 0.9576
We average the SSIM values computed for each video frame. The range of SSIM val-
ues goes from 0 to 1, which represent the case of completely different or identical frames,
respectively.
The throughput measured in the generalized scenario for the algorithms under study
(Sec. 5.3.3) is mapped to SSIM as shown in Table 5.6, and then to MOS, which assesses
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the subjective perceived video quality on a scale of 5 values, from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent),
as in [61]. The differences of the MOS values computed for each video when using the
same delivery algorithm are negligible, thus we present a single mean value of the MOS
for each algorithm, i.e., 3.42 (Base), 4.57 (PS), 4.53 (PS+PDT, 1s), 4.47 (PS+PDT, 0.7s) and
2.96 (PS+PDT, 0.4s). The results show that the PS algorithm already improves the quality
perceived by the video consumer from fair (i.e., MOS=3) to good quality perceived (i.e.,
MOS=4), whereas imposing too tight a threshold to the system (0.4 s) can drop the quality
perceived even below the one achieved by the Base algorithm.
For what concerns the network latency, we note that users adopting the Base algorithm
may incur in congestion events without being able to recover from them within the simu-
lation time, while PS and PS+PDT algorithms let users recover from congestion but at the
cost of experiencing a jitter which decreases the perceived quality as the motion intensity
of the video increases. Based on [83], we argue that the impact of jitter on the QoE is mit-
igated by properly setting the buffering time at the receiver side. Our experimental traces
show that PS and PS+PDT can generate a maximum jitter of a few hundred ms which can
be compensated at the user side with a buffering time of 2-3 s [83].
5.4 QoE-based video transport
We implement in Matlab a video delivery framework in which a shared transmission
channel with capacity R is controlled by an access unit that provides i) resource allocation
to the different video sources and ii) video admission control functionalities.
To begin with, we compare the performance of the RM algorithms in Section 4.4.3 by
assuming that all V = 38 videos in our test set are simultaneously active when varying
the capacity R of the channel. Fig. 5.10 reports the average SSIM when varying R for the
three RM schemes. Note that the channel capacity has been normalized to the maximum





The vertical bars represent the standard deviation of the SSIM for the different videos. As
expected, SFE and SFC show smaller standard deviation than RF. However, we note that the
approximation introduced by the class-based approach is paid in terms of a larger variability
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Figure 5.10. Mean and standard deviation of videos’ SSIM when varying the normalized channel rate
R/G, for different RM algorithms.
of the SSIM of the active videos compared to the exact per-video approach of SFE. Overall,
SSIM-based resource allocation schemes tightly reflect the expected behavior of the system
for any given SSIM threshold and can further benefit in terms of computational savings
when partitioning videos into classes.
Successively, we test the VAC algorithm with the different RMs. To this end, we sim-
ulate a Poisson video request process with λ = 0.66 requests/s. Each video request refers
to a video randomly and uniformly picked among the 38 videos of our test set, so that the
average offered load is λT = 10 videos, where T is the average duration of a video, with an
aggregate rate request (at full video quality) of about G = 150 Mbit/s. At every new video
access request, the VAC invokes the RM algorithm to get the optimal rate allocation in case
the new video flow gets accepted. Then, the VAC estimates the SSIM for each active video
when applying such allocation policy to the system and checks whether the quality of any
video drops below the threshold that we set to F ∗ = 0.95, i.e., the minimum SSIM value to
reach a MOS value of 4 (good). In this case, the new video access request is rejected and that
video flow is dropped, i.e., not activated in the network. When an active video session is over,
the related channel resources are released and immediately reallocated by the RM to the ac-
tive video sequences. Note that, in case of SFC, the class-based SSIM approximation is only
considered in the VAC and RM algorithm, while simulations are performed considering the
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(c) Average SSIM of active videos vs channel rate.
Figure 5.11. VAC performance with different RM algorithms, when varying the normalized channel trans-
mit rate R/G.
Fig. 5.11(a), Fig. 5.11(b), and Fig. 5.11(c) report video dropping probability Pdrop, average
number of active videos, and average SSIM of the active videos, respectively, for the three
RM algorithms when varying the rate R of the transmission channel. We observe that when
R is of the same order of magnitude of the offered traffic (rightmost side of the graphs), the
three algorithms perform in a similar manner. When progressively decreasing the channel
rate, the RF algorithm scales uniformly down the RSF ρ of all active videos, which deter-
mines a non-uniform decrease of the SSIM of the different videos. In this way, the SSIM of
more dynamic videos get close to the SSIM threshold when others are still enjoying much
higher SSIM. Considering again the curves in Fig. 4.7, we observe that the most dynamic
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videos reach the SSIM threshold F ∗ = 0.95 for values of ρ from −1.5 to −1, which corre-
spond to a normalized channel rate R/G in the range from 0.02 to 0.1. In these conditions, a
single high dynamic active video will prevent the entrance of new videos, since any further
reduction of the rate allocated to the ongoing video will decrease the SSIM of some of them
below the threshold. The average SSIM remains approximately constant and equal to the
mean SSIM of the videos in the test set for ρ ∈ [−1.5,−1]. For even smaller channel rates,
the most dynamic videos are likely not accepted into the system, and the rate of the others
will be proportionally reduced, determining a progressive decrease of the average SSIM.
On the other hand, the SFE and SFC algorithms can admit new videos even at low chan-
nel rates (lower dropping probability compared to RF), at the cost of a slight decrease of the
quality delivered to the users, though within the constraint of minimum acceptable SSIM.
Actually, this constraint cannot be strictly enforced by SFC, whose admission decision is
based on the class-based approximation of the SSIM characteristic of a video and, indeed,
the average SSIM of active videos is slightly lower for SFC than for SFE. This non-ideal
behavior of SFC, however, can be dealt with by slightly increasing F ∗.
Chapter6
Conclusions
In this thesis a set of video deliverymechanisms were designed to optimize the transmis-
sion of video applications over next generation cellular networks. We first designed from
an architectural point of view our proposed schemes addressing issues related to the core
network and the radio access network, and we further detailed them at the different layers
of the protocol stack which were taken into account for the optimization. Upon the archi-
tectural choices, resource allocation schemes were implemented to support a range of video
applications, including video broadcast/multicast streaming, video on demand, real-time
streaming, video progressive download and video up-streaming.
We first proposed a robust opportunistic algorithm for scalable video broadcast stream-
ing. From a range of realistic settings, we draw the conclusion that the wireless resource
usage can be reduced while keeping the same expected average QoS at the clients, allowing
an operator to reuse the saved channel capacity either for other sessions or for enhancing
the current streaming (i.e., adding AL-FEC, retransmissions and so on). A possible exten-
sion is to integrate this opportunistic scheduler at the base station with the coarse-grained
optimizer designed in [27, 35] in order to build a complete delivery framework, from the
media server to the end users. Moreover, we considered only the quality scalability feature
of H.264/SVC. The spatial and temporal scalability features of such codec would bring dif-
ferent dimensions and more flexibility to our scheduling mechanism, e.g., addressing the
problem of heterogeneous mobile devices (smartphones, tablets, etc..). As a further future
research avenue, we foresee the challenge of enhancing the proposed scheduling scheme by
selecting video packets from a specific queue so that the number of users that can receive a
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video quality layer with a given MCS at a certain time instant is maximized. This method
enhances the overall video quality of the whole system, by increasing the size of the individ-
ual groups of users receiving a specific video layer. This procedure will give a wider range
of tunable scheduling opportunities to a mobile operator.
We also designed a MCDN-based video delivery framework which serves the mobile
users video requests by taking into account the popularity and proximity to the users of
the video contents. The simulation results show that the system can significantly reduce
the traffic volume in an operator network. In particular, the larger the cache, the less the
data volume transported through the network, but the higher the storage costs. A good
trade-off between amount of traffic and costs is achieved when the cache size is set to low
values, i.e., 10 − 20%. We further showed that our MCDN solution reduces the signaling
in the mobile network and the overall video traffic (video chunks) between video server
and the radio access network. In particular, the longer the chunk, the less amount of video
data should be transmitted, and the less signaling overhead is measured. Whenwe consider
also the tunneling overhead due to the mobility of the user, we note an effect in contrast to
the previous observations with a good trade-off found for a chunk length of 4 s. Overall, we
validated our design choice and bymeans of simulation we evaluated the network resources
consumed when providing the video services for a range of network settings, achieving
promising results in terms of limited overhead and reduced video traffic generated in the
network. Thanks to our large-scale network simulations, we got an insight into the potential
of ourMCDN-based approach, which is under testing at the time of writing, on a real testbed
[1]. As future work, we plan to implement our framework on realistic platforms to evaluate
the impact of our approach on wide-area practical deployments.
Starting from the latest trends in the mobile video industry and standards development,
we proposed an E2E video delivery framework. We have designed two algorithms for the
selection of a video path from the source to the end user, based on a set of network metrics
that describe both the core and the access network performance, and we have evaluated the
trade-off between the response time of the network and the capacity of the wireless chan-
nel for a broad range of settings. We have further implemented and evaluated in ns-3 our
delivery system to assess the performance of the video transport over a realistic LTE cellu-
lar network model, with the goal of keeping the system throughput while improving the
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Figure 6.1. Reference scenario.
responsiveness, i.e., the packet delivery delay, experienced by the mobile users. By select-
ing online the best video path available for a set of network metrics, PS achieves remark-
able gains in terms of delivery delay, while keeping or even slightly increasing the overall
throughput of the system. When PDT is enabled jointly with PS, the delivery delay can
be further decreased but at the cost of lowering the throughput and of additional compu-
tational complexity. The mapping of the QoE-related performance metrics was evaluated
to eventually assess the impact on the perceived quality, and it reveals that our proposed
mechanisms enhance the QoE by up to 1.2 MOS points compared to the baseline solution.
We finally foresee that multimedia delivery systems over cellular networks would benefit
from software-defined networking [16], i.e., controlling the network hardware remotely via
software (as proposed in this work), which is enabled by OpenFlow-like [17] management
tools for the exchange of information among core nodes, thus making the network infras-
tructure smarter and able to support better performance.
6.1 Work in progress
At the time of writing a new topic is currently under study, which will be briefly intro-
duced in this section.
From an architectural point of view, we move further down to the client side. We focus
on the real-time upstreaming use case as, for instance, in Fig. 6.1, where amobile user shoots
a video from the camera or the smartphone, and upstreams such video to the Internet for
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sharing the contents with friends. The way the video frames generated should be encoded
and scheduled to guarantee a certain expected video quality at the consumer side is crucial
when considering the users mobility, the dynamics of the scene and the channel variations.
Thus, our main contribution will be to model the frame correlation due to the double effect
of the users mobility and scene changes in order to properly select the encoding rate and
scheduling policies for a sequence of frames. We are designing a delivery framework where
the decisions on the encoding rate of the video frames and on the scheduling policy are
made based on the frame correlation and channel conditions. The mapping of user and
scene dynamics to the frame correlation is challenging due to the simultaneous effect of the




QoS represents a combination of several objective attributes of services, typically the bi-
trate, delay and packet error rate. There has been a common belief that by improving QoS
the operators could provide higher levels of quality to users. In recent years this think-
ing has evolved to the concept of QoE. Rather than the performance statistics of the service,
QoE tries to quantify the user experience and how it is impacted by the service performance.
Specifically for video applications, experience of the application is more sensitive and has
more dimensions compared to traditional applications. For this reason, for video applica-
tions there could be a broad definition of QoE, covering all aspects of a video application,
e.g., satisfaction of video quality, user interfaces and devices.
As an original video is subject to several impairments during the delivery, the video
quality perceived by users might be degraded. The quality of impaired videos can be mea-
sured by performing subjective tests, in which end users are asked to rate the videos. This
method is not feasible in service and network development work. Objective video quality
assessment methods are therefore extensively developed to be applied in multiple scenarios
where the perceptual quality of videos is demanded without performing time-consuming
subjective test. Based on the type of input data being used for perceptual quality assessment,
the objective video quality assessmentmethods can be classified into several categories. One
of them, that is widely used, is a media-layer method analyzing video signals to assess QoE.
Many methods of this type need reference videos in order to assess QoE by comparing the
distortion or similarity between the reference and the impaired videos. Traditionally, MSE
and PSNR are point-based methods but they are not perfectly correlated with perceptual
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quality measurements due to the non-linear behavior of the human visual system. SSIM [81]
considers the perceptual structural information loss as the cause of quality degradation. The
VideoQuality Metric (VQM) [82,84] extracts visual features and combines their impairments
to compute the QoE. The perceptual quality of videos is rated numerically by MOS levels,
see Table A.1, via subjective assessment tests as recommended in [85, 86]. The goodness of
the performance of the individual objective assessment method is revealed by comparing
the MOS levels rated by subjects with the computed quality values via the aforementioned
objective assessment methods.
Table A.1. Mapping SSIM to Mean Opinion Score scale
SSIM MOS Quality Impairment
≥ 0.99 5 Excellent Imperceptible
[0.95, 0.99) 4 Good Perceptible but not annoying
[0.88, 0.95) 3 Fair Slightly annoying
[0.5, 0.88) 2 Poor Annoying
< 0.5 1 Bad Very annoying
AppendixB
H.264/SVC
One major challenge that streaming video applications need to mitigate is the diversity
in network performance as well as device and end-user equipment capabilities. Consider
the scenario where a given HD input video stream is encoded and streamed to multiple
end users. Some users may suffer from poor bandwidth and will not be able to receive
the streamed video. Some users may have old receivers and decoders, which are unable to
decode HD videos, and some users may have perfect conditions for the HD experience. In
that case, the video service provider will have to perform multiple encoding of the same
video stream, and deliver the most suitable stream to each client. H.264/SVC [7] is a set
of extensions that promises to encode once, and play everywhere. When using SVC, the
video stream is encoded in multiple video quality layers. The first layer provides the most
basic video quality (often referred to as base layer) and other layers enhance the overall
quality of the video (called enhancement layers). The more scalable enhancement layers the
SVC stacks, the more diverse bit-rates, frame-rates, and resolutions it is possible to support.
The base layer is encoded using a full standard compatible H.264 AVC and can be decoded
independently. SVC offers three types of scalability (Fig. B.1):
• Spatial scalability: the video frame size and resolution can be adapted to match the
capabilities of heterogenous mobile devices, e.g., HD, CIF or QCIF screens;
• Temporal scalability: the frame rate can be increased/decreased to take into account
the motion smoothness required at the user side;
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Figure B.1. Example of H.264/SVC scalability in three dimensions: spatial, temporal and quality.
• Quality scalability: the quality perceived by the user can be adapted to, for instance,
the level negotiated with the mobile operator.
AppendixC
Realtime Redundancy Allocation for
Time-Varying Underwater Acoustic
Channels
The recent development and employment of autonomous underwater vehicles, under-
water sensors, and acoustic buoys motivate the interest in the design of reliable and energy-
efficient underwater acoustic (UWA) communication strategies. On the one hand, reliable
communications translate into an efficient utilization of the available bandwidth, which is a
scarce resource in the UWA channel. On the other hand, energy-efficiency makes it possible
to extend the lifetime of the aforementioned devices, which are usually battery-powered.
Since transmission is the most energy consuming activity of an acoustic modem [87, 88],
energy can be saved by reducing as much as possible unsuccessful transmissions and the
amount of unnecessary redundancy.
Following this reasoning, in this work we propose an optimization framework and a re-
altime algorithm, able to jointly address reliability and energy-efficiency over time-varying
conditions in a communication link. For the sake of simplicity, we model the UWA chan-
nel as a time-varying Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) and we support this assumption
by showing experimental UWA channel conditions and the corresponding communications
performance. Moreover, we compute the amount of redundancy which maximizes a metric,
suitable for representing how efficiently the information is encoded in terms of both spectral
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efficiency and energy consumption. Furthermore, we design a realtime algorithm, able to
allocate the precomputed optimal amount of redundancy. Finally, we evaluate its perfor-
mance in both rapidly and slowly time-varying channel conditions, such as those measured
during the KAM11 experiment [89].
Aswidely investigated in the past few years for terrestrial wireless communications, e.g.,
see [90–94], energy saving can be achieved by designing scheduling schemes characterized
by low-power and long (low-rate) transmissions. However, these energy-efficient transmis-
sion schemes assume block-fading or additive white Gaussian noise channel models, which
may not be suitable for representing the doubly selective UWA channel over intervals of
time covered by long packets. Therefore, further analysis and validation is needed to tailor
these energy-efficient schemes to UWA communications.
In the literature, the problem of reliable UWA communications has been studied, e.g.,
in [95–100]. In particular, the authors of [95, 96] investigate the performance of rateless cod-
ing schemes used for broadcast communications. In [97], the authors study the tradeoff
between delay and reliability in a multi-hop sensor network. The authors of [98] perform
a simulation study on the reliability achieved by the proposed Automatic Repeat reQuest
(ARQ) technique, tailored to UWA communications. Even though these studies provide in-
sight on the reliability associated to a multi-user channel in different networking scenarios,
the presented results are limited to the case of time-invariant channel fading, since only the
dependence on distance is considered.
In contrast to this previous work, we focus on the unreliability due to time-variability
in an acoustic link. In particular, we design and evaluate a framework which allocates in
realtime the redundancy required to protect UWA transmissions, based on limited channel
side information (CSI). This CSI is provided by either an acknowledgement (ACK) or not-
acknowledgement (NACK) sent by the receiver to the transmitter, upon the receipt of a
packet.
In [100], the authors design a super-Nyquist modulation and rateless coding scheme
suitable for doubly-selective underwater acoustic channels. However, they do not explicitly
consider optimality allocating the redundancy to decrease the number of retransmissions.
The authors of [101] propose a rateless coding scheme, whose soliton distribution adapts to
the fading conditions and which runs based on limited CSI (ACK/NACK) available at the
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Figure C.1. Typical UWA scenario, single-user communication channel. Below, the corresponding binary
symmetric channel, with crossover probability δ.
transmitter. They show that this adaptive rateless code outperforms the standard rateless
codes in terms of throughput. In this work a similar adaptive coding scheme is considered.
However, here we calculate in real time the precomputed optimal amount of redundancy
without introducing extra control messages.
The structure of the work is summarized as follows. In Sec. C.1, we present the con-
sidered scenario and channel model. In the same section, we define a metric representing
the encoding efficiency. In Sec. C.2, we formulate the optimization problem, from which we
compute the amount of redundancy that maximizes the aforementioned metric. In Sec. C.3,
by leveraging on these results, we design a realtime algorithm, able to allocate the redun-
dancy in an actual UWA scenario and we evaluate its performance by considering both
rapidly and slowly time-varying channel conditions. Sec. C.4 concludes the work.
C.1 System model
The scenario consists of an acoustic communication system as represented in Fig. C.1,
where a single transmitter-receiver pair is considered and no multi-user interference occurs.
This is an appropriate model for a deterministic medium access control scheme, such as
Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), which has been proposed and studied for UWA
networking scenarios [102,103]. Moreover, we assume a fixed traffic generation rate. In fact,
differently from the power control schemes that aim at maximizing the amount of informa-
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tion for a given average power constraint, here we aim at maximizing the spectral efficiency
per transmission, subject to a fixed amount of information to be successfully transmitted,
which is a practical scenario for UWA communications.
More specifically, we consider the scenario of an adaptive coding scheme, which can
adjust the amount of redundancy per transmission. At each transmission, the amount of re-
dundancy is chosen according to the channel conditions, by solving the optimization prob-
lem presented in Sec. C.2 with the algorithms proposed in Sec. C.3.
C.1.1 Metric and channel model
In the following, we indicate the amount of information to be transmitted and the corre-
sponding redundancy as x and y, respectively. The overall codeword length, n, is given by
n = x+ y. The efficiency metric to be maximized is defined as:




where ǫ is the codeword error probability. This error probability (and its approximation) was
derived in [104] for several channel models in the finite block-length regime. In particular,
in this work, we consider the BSC model, represented in Fig. C.1. The choice of this model
is mainly due to the fact that it makes it possible to obtain close-form results, and therefore
simplifies the analysis of the system, while also matching the collected experimental data
for a point-to-point UWA channel sufficiently well.
The efficiency metric, η, represents the trade-off between reliability, indicated by the fac-
tor 1 − ǫ, and spectral efficiency, expressed by the ratio x/(x + y). In fact, η is a decreasing
function of y, and an increasing function of 1 − ǫ. However, 1 − ǫ itself is an increasing
function of y, thus revealing a trade-off, which depends on how rapidly ǫ decreases as re-
dundancy increases. This trade-off gives rise to an optimum value yopt that maximizes η,
and should be used to optimally allocate redundancy. In fact, transmitting more redun-
dancy would only increase the energy consumption at the transmitter, since unnecessary
bits would be sent. On the other hand, if insufficient redundancy is transmitted, the receiver
will request a retransmission by sending a NACK, thus increasing both energy consumption
and delay.
The codeword error probability, ǫ, depends on x, y, and the channel conditions. In case
of a BSC model, fully described by the crossover probability δ, ǫ depends on x, y, and δ.
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(a) Deployment A. (b) Deployment B.
Figure C.2. Time series of the amplitude estimates of the channel impulse response, during Julian dates
181 at 4 p.m. (UTC) (deployment A) and 187 at 4 a.m. (UTC) (deployment B). The x-axis corresponds to
the channel delay, whereas the y-axis represents the recording time, which spans 9 minutes.
In particular, in [105] and in [104, pag. 51-54] the author derives an upper bound for the
achievable rate, logM(ǫ, n), from which we derive the expression for ǫ as a function of x, y,
and δ /∈ {0, 12 , 1}, which can be written as:
ǫ(x, y, δ) = Q













The capacity, C(δ), of a BSC with crossover probability δ is:
C(δ) = 1− h(δ) (C.4)
where h(δ) is the entropy equal to:
h(δ) = −δ log(δ) − (1− δ) log(1− δ) (C.5)
whereas V (δ) is called channel dispersion, defined in [104, pag. 12], and in case of a BSC
becomes:
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(a) SINR time series













(b) BER time series (y-axis is in logarithmic scale)
Figure C.3. SINR and BER time series, from the KAM11 experimental campaign during Julian dates 181
(4 p.m.) and 187 (4 a.m.), indicated with stars and triangles, respectively.
This quantity indicates the coefficient, V in the approximation valid for different channel
models:
logM(n, ǫ) = nC −
√
nV Q−1(ǫ) +O(log n). (C.7)
The rationale behind the choice of the BSC model lies in its simplicity as well as in its
suitability to provide insights on how to optimally allocate the redundancy over subsequent
packets affected by time-varying channel conditions. Such approximation is verified using
experimental data. However, it is also worth noticing that our framework is independent of
the channel model, as soon as the codeword error probability can be expressed as a function
of the channel conditions, x and y. Understandingwhich model would be more accurate for
real underwater acoustic communications is under study. In order to qualitatively support
this model, we present some experimental results in terms of Signal to Interference plus
Noise Ratio (SINR)1 and Bit Error Rate (BER) during two different deployments, subject to
different time-varying channel conditions.
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C.1.2 Experimental channel evaluation
In order to support the suitability of the BSC model, we analyze a set of acoustic signals
transmitted under water and collected during the KAM11 experimental trial [89]. In partic-
ular, we focus on a train of nine almost one-minute long acoustic signals, BPSK modulated
at center frequency 13 kHz and rate 6250 bps. We consider the signals recorded at 3 km
from the transmitter. Furthermore, in order to show different time-varying conditions, we
present the results for two deployments, where the shallowest transducer was deployed at
A) 15 m and B) 45 m below the surface. The transmitter was 45 m below the surface for both
deployments. We remark that these two deployments also refer to different time intervals
of the experimental campaign.
However, since consistent channel behaviors were observed in each deployment for sev-
eral consecutive days, and the two deployments were tested in adjacent time periods, we
may conclude that the critical factor affecting the observed behavior is the different position
of the receiver, rather than the time at which the measurements were taken. As an exam-
ple, we represent in Figs. C.2(a) and C.2(b) the time series of the amplitude of the channel
impulse responses for A and B, respectively.
When the receiver moves due to surface fluctuations, this produces impulse noise repre-
sented by tiny horizontal lines in the channel impulse response estimates in Fig. C.2. In
deployment A, since the receiver is closer to the surface, this effect is more visible (see
Fig. C.2(a)), whereas in deployment B, as shown in Fig. C.2(b), the channel exhibits a more
stable structure of arrivals and the impulse noise is negligible. We remark that the horizontal
thick white lines in Figs. C.2(a) and C.2(b), separating each minute of observation, represent
the silent time interval between subsequent transmissions of the acoustic signals.
Similar observations hold for Figs. C.3(a) and C.3(b), representing the time series of the
BER, δ, and of the SINR, estimated over subsequent chunks of the transmitted signal, 5190
symbols long, of which 1100 are used for synchronization and initialization of the Decision
Feedback Equalizer (DFE)2. We remark that the quantization effect in the low BER regime
1Note that interference here means Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI), since the considered communication sys-
tem is ultra-wide band in a communication link.
2The equalizer is used in training mode. It combines the signals measured at four channels spanning half
a meter of the column water. Moreover, in order to compensate for time-varying channel durations, we adapt
accordingly the length of the feedback filter.
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(below 10−3) is due to the fact that we estimate BER over limited sized packets. Whenever
the receiving system is unable to correctly synchronize and to estimate the channel, the
chunks are dropped from the analysis.
As a final note, we want to stress that the BSC model could be more accurate for de-
ployment B, for which slower time-varying channel conditions were measured. In fact, if a
packet lies within a channel coherence time, the error statistics are time-invariant, and thus
can be represented by a single crossover probability δ. On the other hand, if we consider
longer packets, e.g., 10 s, which possibly span multiple channel coherence times, sometimes
of the order of a few seconds, a more complexmodel, such as aMarkovmodel withmemory,
should be taken into account. This extension is left for future work.
C.2 Optimization problem
In this section, we develop the optimization framework that, based on a given num-




η(x, ǫ, y), (C.8)
where x is constant and application-dependent and y is chosen so as to maximize η(x, ǫ, y),
under given channel conditions. In order to find a maximizer, we study the sign of the first









−(x+ y)x∂yǫ(x, y, δ) − x(1− ǫ(x, y, δ))
(x+ y)2
. (C.10)
In the numerator, the first term has only positive factors, with the exception of ∂yǫ(x, y, δ),
which is negative, since ǫ is a strictly decreasing function of y. This makes the first term pos-
itive. Conversely, x(1 − ǫ(x, y, δ)) is non-negative, since x > 0 and ǫ(x, y, δ) ∈ [0, 1], thus
making the second term non-positive. These considerations highlight that there exists a
trade-off between the two terms, which determine the sign of ∂yη(x, y, δ) as a function of y.
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Figure C.4. η and its first derivative are represented in dashed and solid curves, respectively. In this case,
x = 200 bits and δ = 0.046.
C.2.1 Numerical results
We numerically evaluate the solutions provided by the optimization framework. In par-
ticular, we consider x varying in the interval [200, 1000], with an increment of 50 bits, and
δ spanning the interval [10−3, 0.1], with increments of 0.005. In the considered range for δ,
there exists a yopt maximizing η (an example of this behavior is shown in Fig. C.4). For very
small values of δ, η(x, y, δ) turns out to be a monotonically decreasing function of y, so that
the optimal value is yopt = 0 and no redundancy should be used (i.e., it is better to take a
chance and then retransmit whenever needed instead of investing resources to provide a
priori error protection). On the other hand, for values of δ close to 0.5 the maximum effi-
ciency would occur for very large values of y, which would lead to impractical values of the
packet size. In this case one may either limit y to the maximum value allowed, or refrain
from transmission altogether.
As an example of the obtained results, in Fig. C.4, we show η(x, y, δ) and its first deriva-
tive with respect to y, when x is 200 and δ is 0.046. It can be noticed that η slowly increases
for small y (∂yη ∼ 0), whereas as y increases, it also steeply increases since the successful
decoding probability tends to 1(∂yη > 0). Afterwards, η decreases for larger values of y
(∂yη < 0).
In Figs. C.5 and C.6, we show the computed yopt for the considered intervals of x and δ. In
particular, each curve in Fig. C.5 is obtained by cutting the 3D plot in Fig. C.6 with a vertical
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Figure C.5. The y-axis represents the optimal number of redundancy bits, obtained from the optimization
framework, for varying x (represented by the different curves) and δ (in the x-axis).
plane for a constant value of x. We make use of these results in the realtime algorithm for
redundancy allocation as they become precomputed values of yopt in a look-up table, as
explained in Sec. C.3.
C.3 Algorithms and evaluation
Algorithm 3 Algorithm to compute the optimal FEC, as for Sec. C.2.
Input: δ bit error rate, and x information bits;
Computation optimal FEC, yopt :
· V (δ) = δ(1 − δ)log2(1−δ
δ
);
· C(δ) = log2− δlog 1
δ
− (1− δ)log 11−δ ;




In this section, we design an allocation algorithm, starting from the transmitter side,
which is in charge of allocating the redundancy based on the ACK/NACK fed back by the
receiver.
Algorithm 3 is responsible for computing the optimal redundancy needed for the next
transmission based on δ, the measured bit error rate, and x, the number of information
bits to be transmitted (see the optimization problem in Sec. C.2). Beforehand, in an offline
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Figure C.6. Surface plot of the numerical results obtained for x ∈ [200, 1000], and δ ∈ [10−3, 0.1].
fashion, the operator should build a look-up table, containing couples of BER, δ, and the cor-
responding optimal amount of Forward Error Correction (FEC), yopt. The number of entries
is fixed based on the granularity and range of the levels of quality of service required by the
application. The more the couples, the finer the tuning of the redundancy to be allocated
in the packets to be transmitted. As an extreme case, one entry in the table corresponds to
fixing a constant packet length for any value of δ.
In detail, in order to pre-build the look-up table at the transmitter side, algorithm 3 runs
over a set of pre-computed δs (offline computation). For each δ, it calculates the dispersion
V (δ) and the capacity C(δ), and thus the corresponding optimal number of redundant bits
yopt. This procedure is repeated for each entry of the look-up table.
At this point, it is worth noticing that, since δ cannot be easily made available to the
transmitter, during the realtime redundancy allocation phase, we need to map somehow
a metric, e.g., the SINR, that the transmitter can estimate to the corresponding value of
δ. In order to do so, we preset a mapping function between the values of SINR and BER,
estimated during an initial channel probing session. As an example, in Fig. C.7 we show the
estimates of the couples (SINR, BER) for deployment A, KAM11. This plot is representative
of a general behavior observed over most of the experimental data. Thanks to this behavior,
the mapping function is inferred by associating to each SINR the corresponding average
BER value.
Algorithm 4, implemented at the transmitter side, is responsible for allocating the redun-
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm at the transmitter side.
Input: R channel realizations, BPSK modulation, Lpacket maximum packet length, x in-
formation bits and look-up table (BERi, FECi);
Procedure:
· Estimation of SINR upon chirp receipt;
·Mapping of SINR to BER, getting δ;
· Selection of the i− th level from the look-up table (BERi, FECi), for which BERi is the
closest value to the measured δ:
· i = argmin
j
|δ −BERj |;
· Selection of FECi;
if Lpacket ≥ (x+ FECi) then
Output: send a packet of length x+ FECi.
else
Output: send probe packet.
end if
dancy during subsequent transmissions. In particular, the transmitter is aware of the SINR
seen at the receiver, γˆ. This measure of the channel quality can be collected through a chirp
sent by the receiver. We propose to use, e.g., an ascending chirp as ACK and a descending
chirp as NACK. This solution is more efficient than sending a feedback message, containing
only one bit of ACK/NACK and including large overhead in order to cope with the harsh
UWA channel conditions. Once the SINR is measured, it can be mapped to an average BER,
δ, as aforementioned. Finally, the transmitter selects the corresponding value of FEC, thus
resulting into a new packet. If the total length exceeds the maximum allowed packet length,
denoted as Lpacket, no transmission is performed, otherwise the packet is sent out.
At the transmitter side, we can also distinguish two cases, according to whether the look-
up table is computed i) online, and ii) offline. In case i), every Tclock ticks, the receiver sends
a train of probing signals, known at the transmitter side, in order to be able to estimate the
corresponding δ. In case ii), before deployment each link is characterized through a look-up
table, in the same way but for longer periods of time.
During the communication session, the receiver’s tasks are to decode the packet and
send an ACK if the decoding is successful, or a NACK otherwise. It can be noticed that
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Figure C.7. BER vs. SINR for the collected data during Julian date 181 (4 p.m.), deployment A.
the proposed communication system leaves the burden of selecting the suitable amount of
redundancy as well as the channel probing responsibility to the transmitter side. This is
justified by the fact that a more complex feedback procedure (other than ACK/NACK, e.g.,
SINR estimation at the receiver fed back to the transmitter) may not pay off in terms of
performance in the presence of long propagation delays that would make the feedback too
outdated to be useful.
C.3.1 Results
In this section, we evaluate the proposed redundancy allocation algorithm by means of
simulation. In particular, we consider the experimental data shown in Figs. C.2(a) and C.2(b),
which are representative of the different deployment depths.
First, we compute a finer SINR time series over the 9 minutes. Each SINR is estimated
by processing packets consisting of 1300 symbols (208 ms), so as to make such time series
suitable for the simulation of multiple packet transmissions. At every simulation run, we
read the estimated SINR, based on which we compute the proper amount of redundancy
yopt. Then, we run the receiving decoding processing over the chunk of data immediately
subsequent to the time of the SINR estimate. If the currently measured bit error rate, δ(i)3,
is greater than the BER assumed in the computation of yopt, the packet is considered un-
3We remark that we focus on a general result, independent of the type of implemented encoder/decoder,
therefore here we do not implement a specific coding scheme.
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η0.001 η η0.1 average SINR dB
Dep. A 0.028 0.318 0.201 5.8459
Dep. B 0.371 0.465 0.207 8.1168
Table C.1. Results in terms of η, η0.001, and η0.1 evaluated over deployments A and B.
successfully decoded. At the next iteration, the subsequent considered SINR is separated in
time by the last packet duration plus the round trip time (which here is 4 seconds). In this






1{δ(i) ≤ BER(i)} x
x+ y(i)
(C.11)
where N is the number of iterations and 1{δ(i) ≤ BER(i)} is the indicator function. Sim-
ilarly, we compute η in two cases of constant packet lengths obtained for i) BER = 10−3,
and ii) BER = 0.1. We denote the obtained evaluation of η as i) η0.001 and ii) η0.1.
The results are shown in Table C.1. It can be noticed that the proposed optimal alloca-
tion provides the highest encoding efficiency for both deployments, which have different
communication channel qualities, as highlighted in the last column. The constant allocation
assuming the smallest BER provides higher efficiency than the other constant allocation for
deployment B, in which the channel conditions were favorable. Vice-versa, for deployment
A, the more robust constant allocation outperforms the other. In both cases, an adaptive re-
dundancy allocation, based on the proposed BSC model, would gain around 58% and 25%,
with respect to the corresponding suboptimal constant allocation in deployment A and B,
respectively.
These results motivate further analysis on how to encode larger packets, which are more
sensitive to the time-varying conditions of the arrival structure of the channel.
C.4 Conclusions and future work
In this work, we built an optimization framework, well supported by experimental evi-
dence. We used a BSC channel model to reflect in a simple way but without loss of general-
ity the channel conditions measured in the collected data. We defined a metric representing
how efficiently the information is encoded in terms of both spectral efficiency and energy
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consumption and we formulated the optimization problem to maximize such metric. Fi-
nally, we designed a realtime algorithm to compute the redundancy required in a UWA
communication link.
The presented study and results pave the way for future work. In particular, we plan to
evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm as a function of average SINR and channel
coherence times, estimated in a more extensive data set. Moreover, we want to investigate
how to allocate in realtime the redundancy over longer packets, for which Markov channel
models should be validated. As a final goal, we want to understand whether short or long




Performance Evaluation of FEC
techniques based on BCH codes in
Video Streaming over Wireless Sensor
Networks
D.1 Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) technology has experienced a rapid growth in the last
several years, supported both by the research community and private stakeholders. WSNs
are nowadays extensively adopted in a wide range of applications, where they replace old
wired andwireless systems, needing power and connection cables, thusmore expensive and
hard to setup. A reduced set of WSNs applications include climatic monitoring [106], struc-
tural monitoring of buildings [107, 108], human tracking [109], military surveillance [110],
and, more recently, multimedia related applications [111, 112].
The development of the so-called Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) has
been fostered by a new generation of low-power and very performant microcontrollers, able
to speed-up the processing capabilities of a single wireless node, as well as the development
of new micro-cameras and microphones induced by the mobile phones industry. The WM-
SNs application fields are various and quickly growing. As matter of example we cite active
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surveillance of sensitive ambients [113] and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) scenarios
in which tiny devices equipped with a camera can be used to collect traffic related data as
in the IPERMOB [114] project. In the above mentioned examples the use of multimedia
information (particularly in respect of video) is completely different. While in ITS related
applications the multimedia data can be processed on-board, thus transmitting aggregated
information only (e.g., number of cars per unit of time passing through a checkpoint), in
case of video surveillance a full stream of images is usually sent through the network.
Multimedia streaming inWMSNs is a challenging application. Consideringwireless sen-
sor networks based on the IEEE802.15.4 [115] standard, a very big issue is that if matching
with the transmission bandwidth lower than 250 Kbps. This limitation implies the transmis-
sion of small size images (e.g., 320x240, 160x120) at very low frame rates to avoid network
congestion [116]. Furthermore, where image compression techniques can not be applied
due to their computational complexity, raw images must be sent, thus reducing again the
image size, the frame rate or both of them. Taking into account these limitations, it is sig-
nificant to stress that, proportionally to a decrease in the image size and in the frame rate,
each image acquires more significance (e.g., a malicious behavior must be discovered using
a smaller sequence of images). Another point to consider for developing an effective mul-
timedia streaming application in such a scenario is the variability of the wireless channel
which causes unexpected errors in the transmitted bits and consequently packet losses. The
image corruption, due to packet losses, produces a reduction of the available amount of the
information at the receiver side. Due to the importance of a single data packet, it is highly
recommendable to apply error protection techniques where possible. As a matter of exam-
ple in [117] the use of Unequal Error Protection (UEP) based on network resource allocation
(e.g., transmission power) for compressed images is evaluated.
In this work we propose and evaluate the performance of Forward Error Correction
(FEC) techniques based on BCH [118] codes for recovering bit errors in case of multime-
dia streaming over IEEE802.15.4 networks. In a real outdoor scenario we first measure the
Bit Error Rate (BER) for one-hop transmissions (network organized in a star topology) and
we show its impact on the video streaming quality in terms of Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR). Then we detail the use of the BCH codes as a solution fully compliant with the
IEEE802.15.4 standard, presenting a simulated performance evaluation, based on the col-
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Figure D.1. The IPERMOBv2.0 board developed within the IPERMOB project.
lected loss traces, as a function of the error correction capability of the code.
The rest of the work is organized as follows: in Section D.2 we present the BER data col-
lection results in a real scenario, as well as the impact of losses on video streaming quality.
In Section D.3 we discuss how BCH codes can be applied in IEEE802.15.4 as a fully compat-
ible extension of the standard. The performance evaluation of the proposed error recovery
strategy is presented in Section D.4, conclusions follow in Section D.5.
D.2 BER evaluation in IEEE802.15.4 networks and impact of losses
on video streaming quality
D.2.1 Hardware and software
The experimental BER for wireless transmissions based on the IEEE802.15.4 standard
has been evaluated by using the IPERMOBv2.0 board, depicted in Fig. D.1. More in detail
the board is composed by:
• Micro-Controller Unit.
The MCU is the PIC32MX795F512L, a 32 bits, 80 MIPS low cost integrated circuit pro-
duced by MicrochipTM.
• Transceiver.
The transceiver is the MicrochipTMMRF24J40MB which is fully compliant with the
IEEE802.15.4 standard and characterized by an omnidirectional diagram pattern and
a transmission power up to +20 dBm.
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• Camera.
The camera mounted on the device is the HV7131GP, a CMOS based camera which can
be configured viaMCU for acquiring images at various resolutions (up to 640x480) and
frame rates (up to 30 fps).
• Ethernet interface.
An IEEE802.3 interface is present on the board, implemented exploiting the MCU
MAC functionality and an external physical layer adapter (LAN8720).
• Serial interface.
A serial interface (RS-232) can be used with an external TTL-to-RS232 converter which
is connected to the UART interface provided by the MCU.
The board has been specifically designed to support high demanding multimedia applica-
tions while requiring low power consumption during image acquisition (75mA for 160x120
images at 1 fps).
The data acquisition firmware for collecting real BER traces has been developed as a
custom application on the top of the ERIKA RTOS [119,120], an innovative real time operat-
ing system for small microcontrollers that provides an easy and effective way for managing
tasks. Furthermore, the transceiver driver allows to access the MRF24J40MB functionality
with a minimal time overhead.
D.2.2 Data collection scenario and BER results
The data collection scenario selected for evaluating the BER is a parking area in the Pisa
Airport. The full scenario with nodes positions and obstacles is depicted in Fig. D.2. The
Figure D.2. The data collection scenario within the Pisa Airport area.
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Position Distance BER BL LQI RSSI
[m] [bits]
1 64 2.18·10−4 1.66 108.38 120.97
2 53 1.69·10−3 1.61 99.86 122.09
3 43 6.56·10−7 2.23 116.38 147.88
4 68 1.43·10−4 1.69 110.86 131.14
5 57 1.24·10−2 1.65 93.97 104.18
6 43 9.12·10−3 1.65 94.61 121.96
Table D.1. BER results for the selected positions in the Airport scenario.
scenario is at of a typical video surveillance system in which a set of nodes (six in our case)
are installed to monitor malicious events inside the parking. Each node of the system can in
turns acquire and send an image to the network coordinator (at the left side of the picture)
which works as a point of service for the backhauling network. The data collection environ-
ment is heavily affected by reflections as well as Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) transmissions.
In the performed experiments the hardware devices have been installed at 2.5m height
and data packets have been sent at the maximum bitrate (transmission bandwidth satu-
rated) collecting three traces for each position. The transmission power has been set to 9dBm
to fulfil the ETSI requirements [121]. The results of the experimental analysis are reported,
for each position, in Table D.1 in terms of BER, Burst Length (BL), Link Quality Indicator
(LQI) and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI). All results in the Table D.1 have been
averaged among the three collected traces.
Due to the high variability of the selected scenario the BER values span in a range from
10−2 to 10−7. While on one hand we expected higher values of BER when the distance
between sender and receiver increased (e.g., positions 1 and 3), on the other one, we faced,
on the BER value, unpredictable effects due to obstacles in the scenario. As a matter of
example, a trace collected in position 2 was acquired in condition of partial NLOS (a truck
stopped for half of the data collection time in themiddle of the transmission path) so that the
associated BER sharply increased. Where the transmission in NLOS conditions is permanent
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the BER values is dramatically high, as it happens for positions 5 and 6. Regarding the BL
this is close to 1.6 for each position, with the exception of position 3, although for the low
number of corrupted packets this value is not statistically significant. Concerning the LQI
and the RSSI, BER is dependent on the LQI (when the LQI increases the BER decreases),
while the RSSI is not simply related to the BER because its value is the sum of both effective
signal and its reflections: higher values of RSSI do not coincide with lower values of BER
(e.g., positions 1 and 2).
D.2.3 Impact of bit errors on video quality
The impact of the bit errors on the transmitted video streaming has been evaluated, for
each node position, simulating the transmission of grayscale (8 bits depth) raw images (no
compression is applied) with a resolution of 160x120 pixels and frame rate equal to 1 fps. In
the simulation the videos used for the performance evaluation are a set of real videos, with
high motion, acquired with the hardware presented in Section D.2.1 and previously stored
in a database.
In the simulations each image is fragmented according to themaximum payload allowed
by the IEEE802.15.4 standard, and a data packet is considered lost if at least one error occurs
(wrong frame check sequence value and packet discarded by the receiver). In the results an
evaluation of the impact of three low-complexity concealment algorithms is shown, black in-
sertion, white insertion and copy frame. In case of black insertion concealment the lost part
of a video frame is replaced with black pixels, while in case of white insertion concealment
the color of the replaced pixels is white. The copy frame concealment is more complicated
with respect to the previous ones and it consists in replacing the lost parts of a video frame
with the ones of the previous received frame. All results for the applied concealments are
reported in Table D.2, in terms of PSNR, for a numeric comparison. In Table D.2 the PSNR in
case of black concealment is labeled PSNR-bc, the one for the white concealment as PSNR-
wc, while PSNR-cc is the video quality in case of copy frame concealment.
A very trivial and intuitive result from Table D.2 is that the video quality strictly de-
pends on the experienced BER. Higher values of BER produce low values of PSNR for all
the considered concealment techniques. In case of BER values higher than 10−3 the video
quality reduction is bigger than 70% with respect to the highest value, while for BER of 10−4
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Position BER PSNR-bc PSNR-wc PSNR-cc
[dB] [dB] [dB]
1 2.18·10−4 43.14 44.13 57.61
2 1.69·10−3 14.30 16.47 37.12
3 6.56·10−7 126.92 126.98 127.07
4 1.43·10−4 61.21 61.90 69.75
5 1.24·10−2 10.81 13.46 27.17
6 9.12·10−3 27.45 31.78 32.54
Table D.2. PSNR as a function of the BER and concealment techniques.
(a) Reference image (b) Black concealment (c) White conceal-
ment
(d) Copy concealment
Figure D.3. Impact of the selected concealment algorithms for a selected loss trace.
the video quality reduction is close to 45%. Even if a BER of 10−4 can not be considered
as a critical value for IEEE802.15.4 wireless communications [122], it produces a substantial
quality reduction of the received video stream. The selection of an appropriate concealment
technique mitigates the effects of the packet losses, guaranteeing a gain in the quality of the
received video. More in particular, the copy frame concealment outperforms all the other
concealment techniques under test. A graphical output of the applied concealment solu-
tions is depicted in Fig. D.3, where the frame with copy concealment is almost completely
reconstructed.
In a WMSN scenario, in which tiny devices send image frames with low resolution and
low frame rate, error recovery techniques must be applied in order to avoid poor video
quality and possible artifacts in the reconstructed dynamics of the scene, as it could happen
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D.3 Error recovery strategy based on BCH codes
In this work we consider the use of BCH codes as a possible FEC strategy for recovering
bit errors. According to the coding theory, the BCH codes is a class of error-correcting block
codes in which the coding and decoding procedures are characterized by low complexity,
thus making these codes very suitable for a real implementation in low-power devices. In a
simplistic statement the aim of the coding process is to add a certain number of redundancy
bits to the initial block of information bits, thus providing the capability of correcting a
certain number of wrong bits. Each BCH code is characterized by three parameters:
• n: the total number of bits after the coding procedure. Its value is given by the number
of information bits plus the number of redundancy bits;
• k: is the number of the information bits which must be protected (k<n);
• t: is the error correction capacity of the code. Each BCH code can correct up to t errors
in each block on n bits, while adding n− k bits of redundancy.
In literature a BCH code is identified by the above introduced parameters with the labelling
BCH(n,k,t). The value Rc = k/n is the code rate and is related to the redundancy level and
overhead introduced by the code. Lower values of Rc mean higher protection levels and
higher additional overhead in terms of bits to transmit.
The use of FEC strategies based on BCH codes within IEEE802.15.4 networks require to
define new policies in accepting corrupted packets at the receiver. According to the stan-
dard a transmitted data packet is composed, at the Medium Access Control (MAC) level, by
(a) Standard IEEE802.15.4 data message.
(b) Proposed MAC data message with FEC
protection.
Figure D.4. Standard and proposed MAC data messages.
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three main fields: header, payload and Frame Check Sequence (FCS) (Fig. D.4(a)). Once the
packet is received a new FCS is evaluated and the packet is discarded in case of the trans-
mitted and received FCSs are unequal. This approach can not be pursued if FEC strategies
are applied, because it will result in neglecting the effects of the protection strategy itself.
The proposed approach to apply FEC based on BCH codes within IEEE802.15.4 networks is
depicted in Fig. D.4(b). The FCS field is evaluated only on the packet header, thus avoiding
to deliver packets to the wrong node, while in the payload no check on the correctness of
the data is applied. From the payload the n bits of each code word are considered and the
k bits of the original information are extracted. The error correction capacity of the code
guarantees the correction of up to t errors for each code word. If a higher number of errors
is experienced these can not be revealed and corrected. The proposed protection strategy is
especially indicated for the transmission of multimedia data (e.g., speech, video) in which
the residual errors do not affect the validity of the full packet, but slightly affect the quality
of the received media stream.
The proposed FEC strategydoes not require to change theMAC layer of the IEEE802.15.4
standard for a specific application, being fully compatible with it. The new data messages
can be defined using the bits reserved from the standard for specifying new possible mes-
sages. The basic messages of the IEEE802.15.4 standard, as well as the reserved bits combi-
nations are reported in Table D.3. The use of the reserved bits to extend the types of data
messages does not impose changes to the network stack in the device firmware, although
only devices with the new features will be able to use them.







Table D.3. Standard IEEE802.15.4 messages.
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Protection Rc Overhead Error recovered PSNR-cc
[%] [%] [dB]
No protection 1 0 0 69.75
BCH(255,247,1) 0.968 19.31 3.54 71.41
BCH(255,239,2) 0.937 23.14 20.38 76.46
BCH(255,231,3) 0.906 27.36 20.38 76.46
BCH(127,120,1) 0.944 15.30 4.67 76.71
BCH(127,113,2) 0.889 22.51 24.82 81.75
BCH(127,106,3) 0.834 30.61 50.50 88.35
BCH(63,57,1) 0.904 17.94 5.71 76.81
BCH(63,51,2) 0.809 31.90 27.29 82.81
BCH(63,45,3) 0.714 40.74 53.62 93.35
Table D.4. Video quality performance results of the proposed protection strategy for three classes of BCH
codes.
D.4 Performance evaluation of the proposed
error recovery strategy
The performance of the error recovery strategy proposed in Section D.3 has been eval-
uated with a simulative study as a function of the error correction capacity of the code (t)
and its code rate (Rc). In the performed simulations real loss traces gathered in the sce-
nario described in Section D.2.2 have been used. In particular we adopted the ones collected
in position 4, characterized by a 1.43·10−4 BER and by a video quality reduction of about
45% with respect to the highest value of Table D.2. In the simulation, in order to evaluate
the PSNR, we used video streams composed by grayscale (8 bits depth) raw images (no
compression is applied) with 160x120 pixels resolution at 1 frame per second (i.e. the same
set used to evaluate the effects of bits errors in case of transmission without protections in
Section D.2.3). In the performed analysis the copy frame concealment is the only one con-
sidered, due to its better performance in terms of PSNR with respect to black and white
insertion concealments. All the results of the performed analysis are reported in Table D.4,
where for each code is reported, together with the code rate, the additional overhead, the
percentage of recovered errors and the obtained PSNR value. Three main classes of BCH
codes have been considered, with n equal to 255, 127 and 63 bits respectively. The over-
head introduced by the code has been evaluated as the additional number of bits required
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(a) PSNR as a function of the Error correction ca-
pacity of the code.
(b) PSNR as a function of code rate.
Figure D.5. Traffic volume and overhead generated for static and mobile scenarios.
(a) Reference image (b) No FEC applied (c) FEC applied with
t=1
(d) FEC applied with
t=3
Figure D.6. Impact of the selected concealment algorithms for a selected loss trace.
(including the packet header) to send the video frames.
The quality of the received video stream depends on two main factors: the error cor-
rection capacity of the code and the code rate. Increasing the error correction capacity (t) a
higher percentage of errors is recovered, thus increasing the PSNR. This behaviour is shown
numerically in Fig. D.5(a) and graphically in Fig. D.6, and it is common to all the three
classes of codes analyzed. Low percentage of errors are recovered with t = 1, despite the
high value of the additional overhead, this is because the code is not able to recover all the
burst error, which is in average equal to 1.69. With t ≥ 2 the improvement in percentage
of recovered errors, and in PSNR, becomes more significant. In case of BCH(255,k,t) codes,
no gain is experienced increasing t from 2 to 3, the reason is due to the presence of a big-
ger number of burst errors in the block of bits protected by the code. Regarding the PSNR
performance as a function of the code rate (Rc), its behaviour is depicted in Fig. D.5(b) for
the considered error correction capacities. As much the code rate decreases, a bigger data
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redundancy is applied and higher values of PSNR are reached.
The use of the proposed protection technique for video streaming over IEEE802.15.4
network guarantees significant performance improvements in terms of PSNR. Considering
BCH codes with error correction capacity bigger than the average burst length and mini-
mum overhead, BCH(127,113,2), the performance improvement in terms of PSNR is equal
to 17.20% at the cost of an increased overhead of 22.51%. In case of themaximum considered
error correction capacity and lowest code rate, BCH(63,45,3), the gain in PSNR is of 33.83%
with an additional overhead of 40.74% in number of transmitted bits.
D.5 Conclusions
In this work the problem of improving perceptual video quality in multimedia stream-
ing over wireless sensor networks is analyzed. Using real video traces collected using IPER-
MOBv2.0 board, and exploiting experimental loss traces gathered in a complex real-world
scenario, we first evaluate the impact of IEEE802.15.4 packet losses on the received video
quality. Presented results show as BER values higher than 10−4 lead to a quality reduc-
tion in terms of PSNR close to 45% with respect to the highest quality value experienced.
Moreover, we propose a forward error correction strategy based on BCH codes and fully
compliant with the IEEE802.15.4 standard by the definition of a new MAC data message
specifying the bits kept reserved by the standard for different type of messages. Perfor-
mance results as a function of the error correction capacity of the code and its code rate
show how the proposed technique guarantees to improve the final PSNR. When the error
correction capacity of the code is greater than the experienced burst length the performance
improvement in terms of PSNR, with respect to a plain transmission (no protection applied),
is equal to 17.20%. This performance improvement is reached with a minimum additional
overhead of 22.51% in number of transmitted bits. Furthermore, when higher protection lev-
els can be applied, video quality improvement equal to 33.83%, with an additional overhead
of 40.74%, has been experienced.
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